The Northern Oregon Tour
570 miles • 34,000’

that this is a long tour. The shortest stage is 70 miles
and the longest 96. I didn’t set out to make the stages
long on purpose. I had hoped they would work out to
about 65-70 miles each. But by the time I had strung
together what I hope are all the best roads, the miles
had added up, in particular on the final two stages,
working south from east of Portland to east of Eugene. To cover that distance on Interstate-5 might
take less than 120 miles, but meandering about on
the cycle-friendly back roads in the foothills took
almost 190 miles...93 miles on Stage 6 and 96 on
Stage 7 (or only 85 on Stage 7 if one makes use of the
proposed shortcuts).

The Northern Oregon Tour began with two dreams: to
cycle the famous Historic Columbia River Highway
and to explore some roads in the Cascade Mountains,
in particular, McKenzie Pass and the Aufderheide
Forest Drive. Both of these worthy goals had been
simmering away on a back burner for years before I
finally sat down with a pile of maps—and a great deal
of web surfing—to hammer out the route that would
pull those notions together into a manageable, closedloop tour.
A trip to Oregon to drive the route and sort out the
details followed. The result is what you have here:
seven stages, almost 600 miles, and 34,000' of elevation gain.

However, having made this disclaimer about the
length of the stages, I must add that, overall, I don’t
think it’s going to be all that tough a tour. There are
formidable challenges every day, but given an even
break on the unknowns—headwinds, heat, rain,
Murphy’s Law—I think the tour will be quite mellow.
If you come to it with a decent level of fitness and a
good attitude about logging those longer miles, you’ll
end up having a positive experience. In fact, with a
positive attitude, you can embrace all those extra
miles as simply more miles of fun and adventure...
more miles of rolling entertainment and eye-opening
scenery.

Beginning and ending near Eugene, the Northern
Oregon Tour follows a counterclockwise loop: first
two days moving from west to east, up and over the
heart of the Cascade mountain range; then two days
heading north through the dry, austere beauty of
Central Oregon, east of the Cascades; one fabulous
stage riding downstream in the Columbia River
Gorge; and finally two days heading south amidst the
wooded foothills, farmlands, and rivers on the west
side of the mountains.
A quick glance at the specs for the stages will reveal
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And for sure, this tour has cycling entertainment and
wonderful scenery around almost every bend. We may
concede that a few of those many miles are merely
connector miles—what tour doesn’t have a few of
those?—but the ho-hum miles are minimal. Most of
what you will encounter along the way is best-quality
biking, and the best of the best is as good as it gets
anywhere.

Stage 1: Springfield to Frissell Crossing
76 miles, 3500' up, 1450' down
The mid-sized city of Springfield has nothing of
special merit to interest a cyclist. Although the local
boosters might take exception to this assessment, the
conventional notion is that it is Eugene’s hardworking stepsister, taking care of all the less glamorous tasks and messes so the more up-scale, sophisticated university town across the river doesn’t have to
deal with that untidy, scruffy stuff.

One of the greatest challenges in cobbling together a
good tour route is finding appropriate accommodations along the way...good places to stay that fall
within reasonable distances to make the stages work.
While our traditional tours are supposed to be camp-

This would certainly appear to be the case for the few
miles we’ll see as we’re working our way out of town,
heading for the country. For the four
miles it takes to leave the city behind,
we’ll pass through a messy mix of
industrial and commercial clutter, plus
a sprawl of modest residential neighborhoods. One mile of it might be done
on a bike path overlooking the
McKenzie River, if one chooses to make
the effort to cross the road—the path is
on the left side of the road as we travel
south—and then cross back at the end
of the mile. I think it’s worth it to
make that effort, but riding along the
road works too. That section of the
McKenzie is dominated by an enormous Weyerhauser lumber mill, so
don’t expect the riverfront to be a
pristine wilderness experience.
At 3.7 miles, we bend left around a
roundabout and leave town on Jasper
Road, heading for the little crossroads
of Jasper. The four miles on Jasper Road will likely be
somewhat busier than is ideal, probably about like
riding along River Road. We can hope that it will be
somewhat less busy early on a Sunday morning when
we set out.

ground-based, in this case we had to make use of inns
on three of our eight overnights. Two of those are in
the same motel at our start-finish venue in Springfield, east of Eugene. The other is at the end of Stage
5, and we’ll discuss that one when we get there.

The countryside is pleasant enough: mostly woods
made up of a mix of conifers and broadleafs, with
occasional glimpses of the Middle Fork of the
Willamette through the trees. The Willamette will be
our companion throughout most of Stage 1, all the
way up to its headwaters near the end of the stage. A
few scattered businesses let us know we’re still near a
metropolitan area, but mostly it’s open countryside.

The Village Inn in Springfield (above) is a generic
motel, just slightly better than average for a typical
off-ramp inn. Its chief virtues lie in being where we
need it to be to make the stages work and in the
manager being willing to let us park our car pool fleet
there for the week while we’re off cycling. We’ll drive
to Springfield on a Saturday. The drive will take
approximately nine hours, depending on time spent
on lunch stops, etc. There are numerous excellent
restaurants in Eugene where we can forage for dinner,
and there is a decent little restaurant right at the
motel that can serve up the usual sort of breakfast
chow.
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At mile 8, the town of Jasper seems mostly to consist
of a mini-mart and not much else. What it means for
us is that the busier road bears right across the river,
and we bear left onto quieter Jasper-Lowell Road,
which will be our home, through several twists and
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I don’t know much about the history of the
bridges, beyond what I’ve picked up off the
internet in doing research for this tour. I was
surprised to find that most do not date from
the horse-and-buggy 19th century, at least not
in their current embodiments. Most seem to
have dates on them from the 1930’s. Perhaps
they were constructed—or reconstructed—as
make-work projects in the Depression. They
certainly look 19th-century, with their wonderful post-and-beam structures and wooden
decks, and although some are now merely
historic artifacts, closed to traffic, most are still
open and functioning as they have since they
were built. The local authorities recognize that
they are of great merit to the community, and
they spend the money to keep them in tip-top
shape. You may not all find them as intersting
as I do, but I’m guessing most of you will find
them to be of at least passing interest...which is good,
as we’ll be passing them over and over again.

turns, for the next 11 miles. It may not seem like the
same road though. In four miles, we make a distinct
left turn onto what looks as if it ought to be a new
road with a new name. But it’s still Jasper-Lowell
Road, while the straight-ahead continuation takes the
name Pengra Road. It’s especially puzzling because
while Jasper-Lowell Road is meandering about in the
woods, Pengra Road is proceeding directly from
Jasper to Lowell. Go figure. Maybe Jasper-Lowell is
the old road and Pengra is the new, faster bypass. We
see that sort of thing all the time.

Pengra Bridge’s particular claim to fame is that its
lower chords (beams) are the largest single timbers
ever milled in Oregon: 16 x 18 by 120 feet long. Try
running that through your table saw...
This section of Jasper-Lowell Road leaves the
Willamette momentarily to follow Fall Creek to
another little no-place—Fall Creek—where, at mile
14, it makes another distinct turn without changing
its name. This time Fall Creek Road goes straight
ahead and we turn right. A little over two miles later,
we meet our second covered bridge: Unity Bridge.
(The old bridges all have names.) Unlike Pengra,
which we passed by, Unity is right on our route and
we cross it, rumbling along on the wooden planking.

But we always prefer meandering about in the woods
on the old road to taking the modern, direct route,
right? In any event, this turn at mile 12 makes a good
spot for a quick stop, for just to the right after we turn
left is the first of our scenic attractions on the tour:
the historic Pengra covered bridge spanning Fall
Creek (above).

Scenery remains unchanged throughout this section:
more mixed woodlands and pastures with streams or
rivers always nearby. One might almost call it the
essential Oregon landscape, were it not for the fact
that we will be seeing so many different landscapes in
the days ahead that this one will hardly seem typical.
At any rate, it is the essential Willamette Valley
landscape, and as that is the Oregon most people
know, it’s the one most people see in their mind’s eye
when they think of the state.

Covered bridges. We might as well talk about them
now and get it done with for the duration. We’re in
Lane County at this point, and Lane County and
neighboring Linn County to the north (which we will
visit on Stage 7) have probably the highest concentration of historic covered bridges of any counties in the
United States. Would you have guessed that? I know I
didn’t. I assumed such a distinction must belong to
some rural county back east. But this is it: covered
bridge central. We will pass or cross four today and
one tomorrow, and there are at least another seven
not far off our route. On Stage 7, we’ll pass or cross
six covered bridges, with several more nearby. The
local bike club out of Corvalis puts on a century ride
that does nothing but cross covered bridges, from
beginning to end.

As we are heading upstream throughout the bulk of
today’s stage, the elevation profile shows a definite
uphill trend. But in this section at least, that climbing
is so slight as to be almost undetectable, even to the
most sensitive of legs. It really is damn near level, and
actually tilts downhill slightly after Unity Bridge,
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down to the village of Lowell on the shore of Dexter
Lake (below), one of two reservoirs along this stretch
of the Willamette.

quite a nice highway, with big shoulders, smooth
pavement, and a lovely view of the lake, mile after
mile. The only fly in the ointment might be traffic.
This is a fairly busy arterial, connecting
I-5 and US-97 on the far side of the
mountains. Perhaps Sunday morning
will be our ally again, keeping the
traffic load light...fewer log trucks and
18-wheelers. We can hope!
After a very brief climb to the level of
the dam, the road rolls along on a
nearly level grade for all of its miles to
our next junction. As long as the
shoulder is wide enough and the traffic
is light enough, you couldn’t imagine a
better spot for a big, rotating paceline.
After 18 miles of this almost flat
cruising, our smooth paceline arrives
at the turnoff for Westfir. The road we
want is officially the Old Willamette
Highway, but the signs will be directing us to Westfir.
Turn left off Hwy 58, cross the river, and turn left on
Westfir Road. This is at mile 38. You’re halfway
through the stage, and in essence, you won’t have to
make another turn until you get to camp.

Lowell, at mile 18, is more than a mini-mart. It’s a
real town, with residential streets spilling down to the
lake and a few commercial enterprises. We cross
Dexter Lake on a long causeway, heading south for
Hwy 58. Almost on the far shore of the lake, we pass
Lowell Bridge, our third covered bridge, sitting out in
the waters of the lake, looking a bit out of place,
almost like a big houseboat floating on the water. The
bridge used to span the Willamette at this site, but
when Dexter Dam was completed in 1953, both the
bridge and the causeway were raised six feet to stay
above the rising waters of the new lake. In 1981, a
new bypass was constructed right next to the bridge
to carry heavier traffic than the old bridge could
accommodate, and the bridge was put out to pasture,
so to speak. It now serves as a scenic wayside. There is
a pull-out off the causeway for visiting the bridge, and
at mile 19, that might make a good spot for a regroup
with a sag.

Westfir Road, not too surprisingly, leads to the little
town of Westfir, where we encounter our last but by
no means least covered bridge of the day. This would
be the Office covered bridge, so called because it
connected a big lumber mill on the far side of the
Willamette with the mill’s offices on this side. It’s
unique in three ways that I can think of. First, it’s
painted barn red, whereas most of the other covered
bridges in the area are white. Second, it’s the longest
covered bridge in the region and possibly in the entire
nation. Third, it has a one-of-a-kind covered pedestrian walkway adjacent to the main roadbed. All in all,
it’s a very impressive piece of work. The route doesn’t
cross it, but it goes within 20 feet of it and you can’t
miss it. It’s huge. It’s definitely worth turning left and
rolling back and forth across it.

The causeway over the lake tees into Hwy 58, and we
turn left on the bigger, busier highway and follow it
east into the Cascades for the next 18 miles. Just
upstream from Dexter Lake is large, imposing Lookout Point Dam, and behind the dam, the long Lookout
Point Reservoir. The highway runs along the south
shore of the big lake for a dozen miles. There is a
quiet, pretty road winding along the north shore of
the lake as well. I wish we could use that instead of
the state highway on the south bank. Unfortunately,
substantial sections of it are unpaved, and local
cyclists tell me it’s not really feasible to ride it all the
way through. So it’s the highway for us. It’s really
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Westfir, bridge and all, is the gateway to the
Aufderheide Forest Drive. But you wouldn’t know it
from the signs nearby, nor from most maps. I have
heard from other cyclists for years about what a great
road this is. It has a well-deserved reputation as one of
the crown jewels in the local cycling scene out of
Eugene. It also carries the US Forest Service National
Scenic Byway designation, a sure sign that it’s something special. And yet there are no signs that I could
find that tell you where it is or how to get to it. The
signs off Hwy 58 point to Westfir, and in Westfir, the
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also identified as the Aufderheide Memorial Highway.
Whatever it’s called, and however it is or isn’t signed,
it’s a wonderful road. It’s never knock-your-socks-off
spectacular. It doesn’t do monster, epic ups and downs
or have eye-popping panoramas to blow you away. It’s
just a long run of nearly perfect back road, with next
to no traffic, always excellent pavement, and always
pleasant scenery. It’s all wooded, typically the same
mix of firs and deciduous trees we’ve been seeing all
day. The river is never far away, and at this point it’s
becoming less the stately Willamette of Portland and
the broad valley, and more of a frisky, whitewater
youngster. Sometimes it spreads out and riffles over
gravel beds; sometimes it squeezes between high rock
walls and thrashes about in a frenzy. Always it looks
delightful.
The road follows the river upstream...always tilting
uphill. In the 30 miles after Westfir, we gain around
2200' of elevation. That works out to an average of
less that 1.5%. It’s not quite that consistent. It’s
almost level for the first ten miles, then ramps up to a
wicked 3% for about seven miles, then tapers off
again...but still keeps going up. Finally, with three or
so miles to go to 3748' Box Canyon summit, the
uphill decides to get serious. It knocks off the final
800' in just three miles, for a gradient of a whopping
5%. That may not seem like much of a grade—and it’s
not, really—but after the 30 miles of gradual climb
that preceded it, it will probably seem like it’s gone on
altogether too long. (I hope you realize I’m using
words like “wicked” and “whopping” with tongue
firmly planted in cheek. This is never a difficult climb.
It’s just a long one.)

signs leading on out the other side of town direct you
to North Fork Road (as in the North Fork of the
Middle Fork of the Willamette). The signs also point
to Kiahanie campground. Why that camp in particular, I don’t know. It’s just one of several campgrounds
along the river. Nowhere on this end of the road does
it say anything about the Aufderheide.
Well...whatever! All you need to know is
that you go straight through Westfir—
after checking out the Office Bridge
(above)—and continue on North Fork
Road, which at some point out in the
middle of nowhere—unremarked by
any signs—becomes the Aufderheide.
It’s virtually impossible to get lost. If
you didn’t stop to admire the bridge,
you could pedal in one side of Westfir
and out the other in less than a minute.
It’s dinky. The bridge is probably the
biggest structure in town, unless some
of the old mill buildings remain on the
other bank.
Anyway, on to the Aufderheide Forest
Drive (right), which, just to make
things as clear as mud, is somtimes
5
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Stage 2: Frissell Crossing to
Sisters
70 miles, 5000' up, 4400' down
The shortest stage, but the biggest
climb. This is an epic day, highlighted
by the giant climb to McKenzie Pass and
the long descent off the eastern side of
the mountain. McKenzie Pass is one of
the best and most dramatic of all the
high mountain passes in the west, and is
often featured in local pro road races.
The road is tiny and twisty in the
extreme, and because of that, most cars
and trucks avoid it, preferring the wider,
more heavily engineered Santiam Pass,
just to the north. As a result, the
beautiful curves and cliffs and canyons
of this great road are left mostly trafficfree, the happy habitat of cyclists
looking for that special walk on the wild side.

Eventually, it does end. There isn’t any big reward at
the summit. No big vistas. No mountain chalet
serving hot mulled cider or capuccino. Just a wide
spot in the road and a turnoff to a horse camp.
Oh...there is the descent off the other side. That’s a
reward, and a darn nice one, all in all. It isn’t 30-plus
miles long, like the climb. But still, it’s a very tasty bit
of gravity candy: almost five miles of slinky, kinky
excitement, twisting and turning down the
mountainside, all on best quality pavement. It’s the
genuine article...pegs the dial on your fun-o-meter all
the way over.

But I’m getting ahead of myself here. Just because the
Pass is the Big Dawg on the day, that doesn’t mean
there aren’t other points of interest along the way. So
let’s go back to Frissell Crossing and begin at the
beginning.
For starters, we get an encore performance from our
old friend, Mr. Aufderheide. And not just a little
reprise, either: the first 21 miles are all on the Scenic
Byway, and every one of them is at least as nice as
what we enjoyed on yesterday’s stage. What’s more,
almost all of those miles are downhill. There is one
little climb after crossing a bridge, but the rest is all

Once over the summit, you’ve left the Willamette
River watershed behind. You’re now descending into
the McKenzie basin. Interesting: we rode
alongside the McKenzie in Springfield at
mile 2 on the day, then skipped over to
the Willamette in a matter of half a dozen
miles. Now, at the very end of the stage,
the process is reversed. We leave the
Willamette, more or less at its headwaters, hop over the ridge, and drop right
down to the headwaters of the McKenzie.
Frissell Crossing (right) is the camp
where the road crosses the McKenzie, or
actually a little stream that is just about
to dump into the McKenzie. It’s a classic
Forest Service camp. Primitive: pit toilets
and water from a hand-pumped well. But
it’s very pretty and very quiet, with the
chuckling river the loudest thing you’re
likely to hear (assuming no obnoxious
neighboring campers).
THE NORTHERN OREGON TOUR
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mostly a gentle uphill and, after a left turn,
Horse Creek is a gentle downhill. A mile and
a half into King, we pass Belknap Bridge, the
last of our historic covered bridges until
Stage 7. It’s as nice as any of the others we’ve
seen, and if you haven’t maxxed out on these
quaint bridges already, it’s worth a look. The
setting, crossing the McKenzie, is especially
attractive.
A little past mile 28, we pop out onto Hwy
126. It’s a busy state highway, but the
shoulders are wide and the scenery is nice
and we’re only on it for a bit over four miles.
Midway along this section, we pass a big
ranger station and visitor center. If you’re
more interested in sightseeing than hammering, you might stop in here and look
around. They have a really nice topographic model of
the mountains ahead, and you can trace your route up
and over McKenzie Pass. Gee, it doesn’t look like such
a hard climb in the model...

descending, and the best of it is big fun: not so steep
as to be hairball; just enough for a good head of
steam, all curled up into snaky bends and slithers,
with the river never far away. More of the same
excellent pavement. Cycling paradise.

Well, we’ll see about that! After the four miles on Hwy
126, our route veers right onto Hwy 242, the
McKenzie Highway (below). The climbing actually
began as soon as we turned onto Hwy 126, but the
first seven miles—miles 28 to 35—are very easy. Then
the real challenge begins: about 3100' up in the next
11 miles. That’s an average grade of over 5%, which
may not seem too tough, but it really is a substantial
body of work. The grade is fairly constant, but it does
ramp up now and then to probably 8% or maybe even
10% for short pitches. The one thing that’s going to

About 15 miles into this lovely run, we cruise out
onto the west bank of Cougar Reservoir (above). The
road borders the big lake until we get to the dam at
the north end, which makes a reasonable spot to stop
and regroup. The lake is attractive—by reservoir
standards—with rock cliffs rising up above the dam,
especially on the side where our road is. In fact, for
awhile, the road clings to a narrow ledge in a rather
dramatic way...sheer cliffs above and below, falling
away into the canyon of the McKenzie. Dropping into
the canyon below the dam is fun: nearly three miles of
swift, busy descending on a grade of
about 4%.
When we roll out at the bottom, we
arrive at a junction. This is East Side
Road, although there isn’t any sign
to tell you so. The only sign points
left and says, “Delta: 1/4 mile; Hwy
126: 1/2 mile.” We’re going to go the
other way: right. We’re only on East
Side for a bit less than half a mile.
Then we turn left onto little King
Road and start on a seven-mile back
road bypass of Hwy 126. King Road
and Horse Creek Road are two quiet
little lanes that wind through the
hills and keep us off the busier
highway for awhile. Nothing too
special about them, but they’re both
pleasant and car-free. King Road is
7
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Point of trivia: all maps I have seen show
McKenzie Pass as 5324', but the sign at
the summit says 5325'. The views from
the observatory are awe-inspiring.
Jagged peaks in every direction...the
Three Sisters, Belknap Crater, the
mineret of Mt. Washington (below)...on
and on. This is a special place.
Now, before we plunge off the far side of
the mountain on the descent to Sisters,
a brief disclaimer: when I was scouting
the route, the pass was closed because of
a vast smoke plume blowing off a nearby
forest fire on the eastern side of the
mountains. I was able to drive up the
western approach—our climb—almost
to the summit. Then I had to turn
around and drive back to Hwy 126,
north over Santiam Pass, and then come
up the east side as far as they would let me go. In the
end, I was able to check out most of the road, except
for the bulk of the east side, which will be our descent... several miles. Our mapping software has the
miles correct, but I wasn’t able to see exactly how the
descent goes about getting from the top to the
bottom...whether there are any saddles or bumps
along the way. So I asked Elizabeth Renner, a biking
friend in Sisters, for her local knowledge of this
section. Here is what she had to say...

make it all bearable is that the scenery along the way
is absolutely sensational. This pass comes closer to
looking like a classic Alpine pass than almost anything else I’ve seen in the western US. Mostly we’re in
and out of fir and pine forest, with lots of places where
the tree cover opens up to meadows and vast mountain vistas. Aside from a few mountain cabins, there’s
not much in the way of development to blemish the
beautiful wilderness scenery.
The climbing doesn’t end after that 11-mile grinder,
but it eases off into a series of flats and smaller uphills
and even a few little dips...essentially four stairsteps
covering about nine miles to the summit, gaining a
total of around 800' over that span. This is much
easier than what preceded it, and that
should allow you plenty of leisure to
look around and soak up the views.
This part of the climb no longer looks
like an alpine col. It’s a stark, strange
moonscape of raw, black lava. It looks
more like the crumpled aa flows we see
in Hawaii than anything else, except
here it’s pines instead of palms growing
up out of the black clinker.

“Coming up from the west there is a steep grade of
less than a mile right before the summit at the
observatory. Heading down to the east from the
observatory there is a steep drop of about a half-mile

The black rock extravaganza reaches its
zenith at the summit (above), where
you will find the Dee Wright Observatory, a rather bizarre little castle
constructed out of the native black lava
rock. (Dee Wright was a Forest Service
packer in the early years of the 20th
Century, a true mountain man who
grew up with the Molalla Indians.)
THE NORTHERN OREGON TOUR
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state is much drier and more austere than the
lush jungle on the western side of the range.
This region is frequently referred to as High
Desert. It’s not like any desert you would
envision in the Sahara or even in the Mojave or
Sonora. There are rivers and streams and lakes
seemingly everywhere you look...no shortage of
water. Nevertheless, the ecologists insist it’s a
desert environment, and who am I to argue
with the experts?
But for sure, you do notice a difference over
here. There is more exposed rock, more empty
space, fewer plants, and not nearly as many
broadleaf trees. And you can feel the aridity too.
The plentiful rivers and lakes are recharged by
snowmelt, not by constant, year-round rainfall.
In fact, the local tourism bureaus over here
boast that the sun shines something like 350
days a year. That may be a bit of heliotropic
hyperbole, but it definitely seems brighter, crisper,
and drier, and the country through which we’ll be
riding for the next two days will look and feel much
different than what we experienced over the first two
stages.

between the narrow rocks and there is often pitted
pavement due to falling rocks. Then for the next two
miles you have lovely descending rollers through the
lava flow. The road climbs a little to Windy Point (the
wind can be truely fierce here) where you leave the
lava. Windy Point is about 2.5 miles east of Dee
Wright. It’s well marked as an observation point and
worth a pause to read about the lava flow and the
craters in the distance. The ensuing 1200' descent is
gradual over the next nine miles, except for two steep
places, one of which is an invigorating ‘S’ turn
(above). The last 300' of descent are very gradual and
take you into Sisters. The numbers are approximate
but in proportion. So, in general, it is all downhill
except for the rollers between Dee
Wright and Windy Point...a great way
to end the day. Watch for retirees
driving RVs who don’t realize until too
late that they should not be on this
road. Single file is important because
of the speed of the descent and the
tourist traffic. Keep your turns tight
and watch for the crazy quail who
attacks near the snow gate on the east
side (no kidding). Proxy Falls (on the
west side) is worth the short walk.”

The town of Sisters is a pleasant place. It has the
usual ration of roadside clutter, but overall it manages
to look quite charming and interesting, in an old
west, pioneer way, crossed with a substantial dose of
yuppie, up-scale trendiness and commercial tourist
trimmings. I have laid out a route along some residential side streets to get from the west side of town
to the east side, where our camp is. It’s easy to follow
and is quite enjoyable. I chose this route to avoid the

Thanks, Elizabeth. I might also add
this observation: once over the top of
the Cascades and down the eastern
side, the landscape changes quite a bit
(right). The mountains act as a very
effective rain fence, blocking much of
the moisture from reaching this far
inland. As a result, this portion of the
9
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busier highway through the center of town. But the
main drag (Hwy 20/126) is not all that awful, and if
you’re curious about the town’s tourist attractions—
shops and food and drink emporiums—there is no
reason why you can’t dive right into the stew and
check it all out. However, it’s all within walking
distance of our camp, so you can come back later in
the day in street shoes to browse.

about a hundred yards before turning right onto Hwy
126. As state numbered highways go, this one is fairly
quiet and cycle-friendly. The bulk of the traffic will be
on 20.
My same local friend Elizabeth advised me on the
route today. Her house is right on the route at around
mile 7, and she provides the kind of local knowledge
that puts us on roads (and semi-roads) we would be
very unlikely to find on our own, as you will discover
in the miles ahead.

We are camping in Sisters City Park, right in the
town. It’s a pretty park and should work well for us.
They do not have showers, but we are working to set
up an arrangement with a health club in town for the
use of their facilities.

We’re on Hwy 126 for a bit over four, slightly downhill
miles. (Almost everything is slightly downhill for the
first 20 miles, although the grade is very nearly
flat...not too many pitches where you won’t be pedaling.) Just before mile 5, we turn left onto Goodrich,
the first of a series of small roads meandering through
the countyside, past those rural-residential
ranchettes. Some of the roads are straight and nearly
flat, with 90° section-line corners from one road to
the next; some are a little more winding and up-&down. The difference probably depends on whether
the roads are traversing the flattish mesas or are
dipping into or climbing out of creek or river cuts. In
particular, we descend to and then cross the
Deschutes River at mile 20, providing us with our
first, small climb of the day. This is an especially
pretty spot (below), with the river looking very
picturesque as it snakes through a little gorge.

Stage 3: Sisters to Kah-Nee-Ta Hot Springs
76 miles, 3500' up, 4800' down
Stage 3 is sort of a cycle-touring sampler pack: a little
of this, a little of that...lots of variety, all day long. If
you were inclined to put a negative spin on it, you
might call it a hodge podge of odds and ends. If you
were more positive, you’d say, “Never a dull moment!”
Perhaps this is because it’s something of a transitional
stage, moving from the green, forested mountains out
into the open sweep of the so-called high
desert...rolling grasslands and rugged mesas; yawning
gorges and towering rock spires. By the time we
arrive at the finish, the piney woods around Sisters
will seem like a distant memory.

We are, in general, moving either east or north most
of the day. When traveling east, the Cascade range is
at our backs. When we turn north—and once or twice
west—we will have many opportunities to admire the
majestic mountains off on the western horizon. The
beautiful form of Mt. Jefferson dominates, but is only

Empty, wide open spaces? Yes...but let’s reserve those
terms for tomorrow’s really uncluttered horizon.
Today, we actually pass quite near several mediumsized towns which sprawl along their highways with
all the messy clutter of any modern American suburb.
Bend, Redmond, Madras, Culver,
Terrebonne...mostly strung out in a
ragged straggle of fast food franchises
along Hwy 97. Fortunately, our route
does a decent job of dodging around
the worst of this crud. But the outlying homes and ranches of the folks
who work and shop in those towns
will line our back roads with ruralresidential regularity. It’s definitely
country, but you can feel that the
dubious benefits of contemporary
civilization are never far away.
We entered Sisters City Park on one
side yesterday. We go out the other
side today...east, out onto Hwy 20.
But we go left on Hwy 20 for only
THE NORTHERN OREGON TOUR
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one of many handsome peaks that will be visible. But
other scenic attractions are closer at hand, and soon
you’ll be spending more of your time looking down
than looking up. The Crooked River Gorge lies ahead.

what you would see in Zion or Capitol Reef in Southern Utah. Sheer, smooth cliffs and monolithic spires
in that soft sepia palette. This is a popular spot for
rock climbers, and on almost any nice day you will see
bold folks clinging to the vertical walls like little
spiders.

But hang on a sec...before we get to the Gorge, and
while still in the scenic attractions vein, let me
mention a potential side trip for those who want more
miles and more adventure on the day. That would be
Smith Rock State Park. When we crossed the
Deschutes at around mile 20, we were heading east on
Lower Bridge Way. At mile 23.5, the official route
turns north toward the
Crooked River. If you were
to stay straight on Lower
Bridge, you would come
to Hwy 97 and the town of
Terrebonne in two miles.
Go through town, following the signs to Smith
Rock, and in another four
miles you will arrive at
the park. Getting back on
course will take approximately the same distance,
although you’d be cutting
out a chunk of the official
route by doing other
roads parallel to it, so
your net gain on the
whole deal would only be
about nine miles, most of
them flat or close to it.
That adds up to an 85mile stage.

There is a nice network of trails throughout the park.
That’s both the good news and the bad news. Riding
out to the park only gets you to the trailhead overlooking the river and the magnificent rock pallisades
on the other bank. The view is fine, to be sure, but
that hardly scratches the
surface of the Smith Rock
experience. To really
appreciate it, you would
need to devote a couple of
hours to hiking at least a
little of the region (and
you’d need real hiking
shoes to do it...not just
walkable bike shoes).
Coupled with the 85-mile
ride, this is beginning to
look like an all-day
sucker! In all fairness, I
will concede that just
riding to the trailhead and
admiring the view might
be enough to say you’d
done the Smith Rock
thing, but hiking through
it, at least a little, would
be better.
If you’re up for it, it’s a
grand adventure. It’s one
of the most spectacular
places you would visit on
this entire tour. If you’ve
seen my slide show of this tour, you will have seen a
few images of it. If you haven’t, go to Google Images,
type in “Smith Rock State Park,” and you’ll pull up a
gallery of eye-popping photos that will do a better job
than my words can of letting you know what’s there.
If it looks too good to miss, then you’ll just have to
figure out how to cram it all into one day. If there is
enough support for the side trip, we’ll send over a sag
with a box of hiking shoes.

On a tour that’s already
rather long, I’m not sure
how many people are
going to want to bulk
their miles this way, but the park is there, quite
nearby, and we at least ought to look at that option,
for those who might have the legs and the interest for
it. So what’s so special about Smith Rock State Park?
This entire region is no stranger to rugged rock
formations...deep gorges and buttes and boulders. But
the great mass of Smith Rock stands out from all the
rest of the rocky rubble as something really unique.
The Crooked River, living up to its name, has carved a
series of convoluted S-bends here, leaving behind a
congregation of towering stone ramparts of the most
fabulous sculptural splendor (above). I don’t know my
geology well enough to put names to these formations, but to my untutored eye, they looks exactly like

One final thought: overall, this is a relatively easy
stage, even at a base of 76 miles, so adding the miles
and even some hiking won’t turn it into a killer
proposition for reasonably fit folks. If you want it, it’s
there and it’s doable.
11
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Gorge, and a paved path (suitable for
riding) runs all along the edge of the
gorge. And when I say edge, I mean it:
on the other side of the rock wall next
to the path, the cliff face drops 300'
straight down to the river. Not sort of,
kind of straight down. Really, truly
straight down, like if you dropped a
rock, it would drop and drop and...
Anyone with a fear of heights should
approach the edge with a good grip on
themselves. It’s quite dramatic. And
one brief note of warning about that
“suitable for riding” comment: the
wall is only waist-height, so it’s at
least theoretically possible for a
careless cyclist to topple over it. This
would be a very unfortunate thing to
do. A fatal error, almost certainly.
Walking the bike along the path might be the better
choice. Anyway, the sags will be here and restrooms
are here as well, and at mile 28, it’s an obvious place
to stop, regroup, and leave the bikes alone for a few
minutes. Besides, no one would want to zip past this
astonishing view without stopping. It really is amazing. 300' straight down may not sound like a lot, but
it sure feels like a lot when you’re standing right on
the edge of it.

Now, back to the basic route. From Lower Bridge Way
we turn left (north) on 43rd Street. 43rd Street? What
is a numbered city street doing out here in the back of
beyond? Beats me. It really does look remote, but as
noted once or twice before, those towns along Hwy 97
are never far away, and perhaps the little burg of
Terrebonne has delusions of grandeur about its sphere
of influence. Anyway, a left on 43rd and a right on Ice
Avenue bring us to a road with a great name: Wimp
Way. This is our route, but it is by no means a wimpy
way to go. For one thing, turning left, as we are to do,
the sign says “Dead End,” but we’re going that way
anyway...at least the bikes are. The sags will have to
turn right, which will lead quite promptly to a left
(north) on Hwy 97. A brief squirt up 97 and a right
turn into the Peter Skene Ogden Scenic Wayside will
bring the sags back to the bikes.

There are three bridges spanning the gorge within the
Wayside. There is a railroad bridge (above) almost
where we did our cyclo-cross bit coming off Wimp
Way. There is the new bridge for Hwy 97. And there is
the old bridge left over when the new bridge was built.
The old bridge is now for bikers and hikers. If you
didn’t think the drop into the gorge was exciting
enough from the edge, try it from the middle of the
bridge (below), as many a bungee jumper has done.

The cyclists, meanwhile, will have gone north on
Wimp Way to its dead end...a little turnaround
area in the absolute middle of nowhere. Now
what? Here’s where Elizabeth’s local knowledge becomes so much fun. At about two
o’clock off the turnaround, a footpath leads
for about a hundred feet through the sage
brush and then dumps out into the
westernmost end of that very same Ogden
Scenic Wayside. A determined rider with good
off-road skills might be able to ride this bit,
but walking the bike probably makes more
sense for most people.
Once into the Wayside, you quickly discover
what the word Scenic means in this case: you
have arrived at the heart of the Crooked River
THE NORTHERN OREGON TOUR
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route slip tells you to do and you’ll muddle
through this little zigzagging maze.
The one really important note: when you get
on Jordan Road, pointing toward the lake,
do not go down the hill to the lake. Turn
right onto Mountain View Drive, just before
Jordan starts to really tilt downhill. There is
no sign saying Mountain View Drive at the
junction though. The only sign points to
“Round Butte Overlook Park.” Just remember: don’t go downhill on Jordan. If you do,
it will be a long, long way back up.
Once on Mountain View Drive, take a
minute to check out Lake Billy Chinook
(left). Although the lake appears—on the
map—to be almost alongside the road, it
will remain elusively out of sight if you stay
right on the road. Pull into the first vista
point on the left that you come to, and once
up to the edge, you’ll understand why the lake isn’t
visible from even a few feet back from the edge: we’re
at the top of a steep cliff and the immense lake is way
down below the rim in the bottom of the canyon. The
Deschutes and Crooked Rivers join forces here and all
of their combined flow is backed up in this reservoir.
If you’ve seen Lake Powell on the Colorado, you’ll
have the general idea. Not quite as grand as the Grand
Canyon, perhaps, but still an impressive
panorama...but you have to turn into the vista point
or you won’t see a thing.

Once off the north end of the bridge, we have to do
some more of Elizabeth’s guerilla biking. First we
cross Hwy 97. This is just a bit shy of being a freeway
right here: wide and fast, but fortunately without too
much traffic. You will find safe gaps in the flow to get
across. When you get to the east side of the highway,
look for a metal gate in a fence with a road on the
other side. Lift the bike over the fence, climb over,
and continue north on Culver Highway, which ends
by that gate with a little turnaround much like the
one at the end of Wimp Way. (I took a photo of this
gate and will circulate it at our rider meeting so you
will know exactly what to look for.) Sags will have to
continue north on 97 until they can cut over to our
route on Park Lane.

Mountain View Drive and the roads that follow it roll
along the rim of the canyon for 11 miles. Most of that
is nearly level, although there is one steep little uphill
wall at mile 49 that will use up all the gears you
brought. Just past mile 50, we turn left and head
downhill on Elk Drive. The downhill is mild for three
miles and even levels off at the end of that run. But

Culver Highway is a quiet farm road running parallel
to the busier Hwy 97. Perhaps, once upon a time, it
was the main road, but all the traffic is now on 97,
and this sleepy lane is free of
cars and comfortable for
bikes. It consists of four
small climbs, each followed
by a small descent, all amidst
an empty landscape of sheep
ranches, sagebrush, and dry,
rocky chapparal. The last
descent would be a pretty
good ripper except it is
forced to a screeching halt,
mid-rip, by having to recross Hwy 97. It continues on
the other side all the way to the town of Culver, but I
veer the route off onto another series of meandering
lanes that dodge the town, all still rolling gently
downhill, toward Lake Billy Chinook. Do what your

hold on...the road is about to plunge off the rim of the
canyon, right down the cliff face to the water (above).
Elizabeth tells me the local cyclists painted this on
the road at the top of the descent: “Slow down or die!”
Good advice in this instance. The road drops 800' in
13
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(left) and we will be spending the night
at their resort.
The sign at BIA 3 on Hwy 26 directs us
to Kah-Nee-Ta and Indian Head Casino,
which are two separate parts of the
same resort complex. We’ll be staying at
Kah-Nee-Ta. I’m not too keen on
casinos, so I’m happy that the actual
gambling facilities are a mile or so away
from where we will be, but if you want
to take a flutter on the games of chance,
you can get there on a shuttle bus.
But first we have to get to the end of the
stage, and the hardest work we’ll do all
day is right in front of us now. The first
climb is about two miles, partly on 26
and partly on BIA 3, also known as
Agency-Hot Springs Road. After a
descent of two miles, a second climb of
three miles caps off the day’s challenge. The first gains
300' and the second 600'. Two miles and three miles
and not too steep? Doesn’t sound too bad, right? It
isn’t too bad, except that they come rather late in the
stage—between miles 63 and 70—and because they’re
totally exposed out on the barren, sunbaked hillside. If
it’s at all hot, which it probably will be, they could
seem a lot more challenging than their numbers
would indicate.

about a mile and a half. It’s narrow and twisty, technical and steep. It deserves your respect.
Picky readers might point out that I said you couldn’t
see the lake from the road, and now here we are,
flying off the rim of the canyon...surely the lake must
be visible now? Yes it is. But it’s not the same view as
before. It’s not even the same lake. There are two
dams and two reservoirs here, back to back. Round
Butte Dam makes Lake Billy Chinook and then
further downstream, Pelton Dam makes Lake
Simtustus. That’s the one that borders our road now,
and there is a fine view of it if you can spare it a look
on this white-knuckle descent. At the bottom, we
cross the tributary of Willow Creek, adding its trickle
to the lake. Then we climb a little hill and descend
right to Pelton Dam.

The second summit is followed by two small descents
and two further little climbs—these are very small—
and then finally by a screaming descent of a mile or
two to a junction with BIA 8, where more signs will
direct us to turn right for Kah-Nee-Ta. We’re almost
there.
The resort is interesting. It was first developed back in
the 60’s, I think. I remember coming here for a family
weekend when I was still young enough to think
going somewhere with the parents was fun. The main
attraction was the enormous swimming pool built
around their natural hot springs. It was, as far as I
know, one of the first projects of its kind to be undertaken by an indian tribe. Now they have the casino as
well, and the obligatory golf course. My understanding is that the resort is a little too remort out here for
the tribe to be absolutely minting money, but it has
been functioning now for nearly half a century, and it
all seems quite prosperous and well kept.

Have you noticed the theme of dams on this tour so
far? We had Dexter Lake and Lookout Point Dam and
Reservoir on Day 1; Cougar Dam and Reservoir on
Day 2; and now two dams and two lakes on Day 3. But
wait: you ain’t seen nothing yet! Wait until we get to
the Columbia tomorrow...
From Pelton Dam, our road climbs quite gently until
it tees into Hwy 26. This is a new highway for us, but
it looks and acts like the other state highways we’ve
seen: moderately heavy traffic but with big shoulders.
We turn left onto it and descend for a mile and a half,
cross the Deschutes—now downstream from its
dams—and after a brief flat stretch, we start climbing.
Climbing will now be the name of the game for
awhile, first on 26 and then after we turn right onto
BIA 3. That stands for Bureau of Indian Affairs. We’re
now on the huge Warm Springs Indian Reservation
THE NORTHERN OREGON TOUR

This will be a bit of a different overnight for us...sort
of a cross between camping and staying indoors. They
have an RV park here, but no tent camping. What they
do have is teepees. Hey, it’s an indian reservation. This
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archetype of beauty, the classical English
landscape painting. It is beauty marching
to a different drummer. For people whose
notion of a scenic landscape only embraces
that green-valleys-and-shade-trees sort of
setting, these wide open spaces can seem
forbidding and austere, but they have their
own story to tell, if you’re willing to pay
attention.
The first chapter in today’s story is about
climbing: a long slog from mile 1.5 to mile
7.6...1300' in just over six miles (below).
This is back on BIA 3. South of the BIA 8
junction, it’s known as Simnasho-Hot
Springs Road. Simnasho is the next wide
spot in the road at about mile 15. This isn’t
a brutal climb, but it’s long enough and
steep enough to seem like a substantial
undertaking. Once over that first big
summit, we get a piddly little downhill for our
trouble, then about five more miles of gentle, rolling
uphill, and finally a bigger descent of a couple of miles
to Simnasho. Beautiful, downtown Simnasho adds up
to one reservation trading post and not a lot else.
Blink and you’ll miss it. Beyond Simnasho, the road
name changes to Wapinitia Road, which is the next
little settlement over the next little hill.

is how they want to do it. The teepees are very large
and are built on circular concrete slabs. They do not
have beds or bedding inside. You bring your own.
That’s where our camping gear fits in. Supposedly
each teepee sleeps eight, but we’ll try to lock up
enough of them so that we’re only six to a “room.” It’s
going to be different and perhaps not what we’re used
to, but we don’t really have a choice. There is nothing
else out here. On the bright side, you won’t have to
hassle with your tent, and then there is the pool and
the showers and all the other goodies that come with
it. And not just a motel-sized pool, either. This baby is
huge, and even features a medium-sized water slide
(above). After those hot, exposed climbs, this may
seem like heaven.

That next little hill consists of about seven miles of
upwardly trending bumps—three short climbs with
rolling breaks in between—that eventually take us
right back up to the same elevation as the first summit (around 2700'). And after this second summit, we
really do get a tasty descent: around 800' down over

Stage 4: Kah-Nee-Ta to The Dalles
80 miles, 4500' up, 5800' down
Did you notice the use of the word
“barren” to describe the landscape at the
end of the last stage? Did you fasten on
that word with a little frisson of
dread...a red flag of alarm about desolate
roads from hell? Yeah, well, get used to
it! Or better yet, get over it. There are
many spots on today’s stage that might
be described as barren...places that are
empty of people and traffic and development and also empty of trees and creeks
and pretty much everything else.
But desolate? No way. Roads from hell?
Not a chance. This is actually a beautiful
area. It’s just doesn’t conform to that
15
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five squiggly miles, just to the outskirts of Wapinitia,
which, if it didn’t have outskirts, wouldn’t have no
skirts at all (to paraphase the old song). It’s bigger
than Simnasho, but not by much. Just at the bottom
of that five-mile downhill, we leave the Warm Springs
Indian Reservation. So naturally, at that point the
road name changes to Revervation Road. None of
these name changes should really affect us. It’s all the
same road.

The left turn off the highway comes up while we’re
still bombing down the hill, which could be tricky,
cutting across oncoming traffic at high speed. Plus we
don’t really need the extra miles (hold that thought).
And finally, the little town, which I thought would be
really cute, isn’t. It’s rather ordinary. Not worth the
bother. So roll out that descent and carry whatever
momentum you can across the flat valley floor. Not
that it will do you much good with what’s coming...

Scenery throughout this section is all of it much the
same too, and all of it can plead guilty to the crime of
appearing barren: empty, austere, arid, sparse. Rolling
hillsides of dry grass. Wheat fields sometimes. (Or is
that hay? What do I know...do I look like a farmer?
Amber waves of something.) Grazing lands of what
must be a rather low productivity...not too many
steers or sheep per acre on that forage. Loads of rock
of the lava and basalt sort, sometimes lying
around loose and sometimes piled up into
massive geological confections. Things do
grow here, besides the grasses. Scrappy
little pines eke out a living all across the
hillsides. Give them half a chance—
meaning a little reliable water—and they
grow to respectable size. A few cottonwoods in the bottoms. Lots of shrubs for
which I do not have names. In short, it’s a
fairly busy environment, with all sorts of
flora managing to stay alive. It’s just
not...lush.

What’s coming is a seven-mile, 1700' climb. When you
see it, you won’t be thanking me for bringing you this
way. Believe me, I tried to avoid it. The Wasco County
AAA map shows another road winding back through
the hills that might have been better, but the map lies:
it’s not really there...one of those mythical roads AAA
includes to mess with our heads. No, there’s no
escaping this bad boy.

The only time I find this land becoming
boring (barren of interest) is when the
roads are straight and flat and the scenery
consists mostly of flat, empty fields. And
that is exactly what we get for the dozen or
so miles beyond Wapinitia...between miles
27 and 39. If my bike ride today were a
video, I’d be tempted to hit fast forward through this
stretch. But a dozen miles is not much, and it will
soon be past and we’ll be on to more intersting things.
And more challenging things too. For starters, when
we turn from Jericho Flat Road onto Hwy 197/216, we
almost immediately leave the flats behind and enjoy a
snappy little downhill, losing about 600' in two and a
half miles...an uncomplicated, grab-a-tuck-and-fly
sort of descent.
We have just dropped into Tygh Valley, with the lovely
White River running through it. The little village of
Tygh Valley sits off the highway on an old bypass
(probably the original highway). Initially I had
planned to run us off the main highway onto this
smaller, older road. But in the end, I gave it a miss.
THE NORTHERN OREGON TOUR
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There is however a way of postponing it. Remember
that thought about not really needing any extra miles
today? Well forget about that...how about a few extra
miles after all? Here’s the deal: just at the base of this
big climb, Highways 197 and 216 diverge. Our climb
is north on 197, but 216 turns right and travels east,
following the White River, which we have just crossed.
In a little less than five miles, it passes White River
Falls State Park, which, as the name implies, contains
some noteworthy waterfalls. We did this out-&-back
on our tour and it was one of those good-news-badnews deals. The good news is that the miles to and
from the park are mellow and pleasant. The bad news
is that the really spectacular waterfalls--the set known
as Celestial Falls--is not easily accessible in bike shoes

climbs—at least four of them, totaling
about five miles—scattered over the route.
But the other 25 miles are down, and
many of those miles are serious fun. We
start with exactly ten miles of gravity
candy from the Tygh Ridge summit on
Dufur Gap, down and down on the old,
winding road and then continuing down
for a brief spell back on Hwy 197. We lose
1400' over that very entertaining run,
most of it on the wild wiggles of dinky
Dufur Gap.
The first of our little climbs comes next
when we turn off Hwy 197 onto a bypass
called Boyd Loop Road. No reason to do
this one except to get off the ho-hum
highway and onto the less traveled side
road. (By the way, the little town of Dufur
is just left off Hwy 197 in the opposite
direction from Boyd Loop. I was pressed for time
when I came through here, so I didn’t get to explore
it. But I have read some cycle-tour accounts that rate
it as a rather quaint and charming little village. If you
have the time and energy and interest, it’s quite close
by and might be worth a look.) Boyd Loop climbs
gently for about a mile, opening up some nice vistas
as it rises, then descends for two frisky miles to an old
bridge crossing Fifteenmile Creek. If you’re not
zipping down the hill too fast, check out the canyon of
the little creek under the bridge (above): on display
are substantial formations of columnar basalt (a la
Devil’s Postpile). After the bridge and the basalt, the
second of our little climbs returns us to another two
miles on 197, again going downhill.

from the park trailhead. The falls that are immediately
on display are shown in the photo on page 16. They’re
pretty impressive, and the park setting at the falls
makes a nice spot for a break from biking...shady trees
on a lawn. Is it worth the extra miles? That probably
depends on how much energy you’ve got and how
much you like waterfalls.
Personally, unless I’m having a bad day, I could easily
be persuaded to bump my stage up from 80 to 89
miles to check out this hidden gem. Everything about
it appears wonderful, and it’s soooo close to our route.
Eventually though, we have to come back to Hwy 197
and face the music: that big climb is still there,
waiting for us. 1700' up in seven miles works out to
about 5%, and that feels about right to me. It is a
fairly steady gradient, and while it’s not wickedly
steep, it looks like a monster because you can scan up
the hill and see most of it at once. That always looks
so daunting! And this one is all out in the open,
scrawled across the long rock cliff face, mile after
mile. If there is any saving grace to this climb—and
it’s a slim consolation at best—it’s that there is a
decent vista off the right side of the road, down into a
rather pretty canyon.

The downhill this time may be a bit of a problem, as
our next turn off the highway comes up at high speed
on this descent, and it would be easy to overshoot it.
This is a right turn onto Old Highway. It’s well
marked, so if you’re paying attention, you should be
able to haul on the binders and get the bike slowed
down in time to make the turn. Old Highway continues our descent for a mile. Then we veer just slightly
to the left—still descending—on Eightmile Road.
This is a wonderful road, slinking back and forth
down the rocky, wooded canyon of Eightmile Creek
for—you guessed it!—eight miles. It’s never very
steep, but is probably a better descent because of it.
You can hammer it as hard as you want and not get
yourself into too much trouble. This is really one of
the nicest sections of road on the tour for the simple
pleasure of being on a bike. It just feels right...the
speed and the gradient and the curves...everything is

After six miles, we do get the variety of turning off
Hwy 197 onto Dufur Gap Road. One more mile of
climbing remains, but it’s both easier (not as steep)
and more pleasant (a smaller, quieter, more scenic
back road).
Once we hit 2697' Tygh Ridge summit at mile 50, I
would like to be able to say it’s all downhill from here.
But I can’t, not quite. There are still a few small
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population of over 12,000, it’s the
biggest burg we will have visited
since Springfield. Thanks partly to
luck and partly to planning, we enter
town on a road almost entirely free
of the scabrous crud that messes up
the fringe of most American cities.
We’re tooling along on a rural back
road, and then, suddenly, we’re up
on a bluff overlooking the town and
the river, with nice, upscale homes
perched on the hill around us. No
gas stations, no fast food joints, no
big box outlet malls. Just a quiet
neighborhood and a big panorama.
Front and center in the panorama is
not only the big river but also The
Dalles Dam (seen below from the Washington shore).
This is the best overlook for looking over the sprawling hydroelectric colossus. It makes all the other
dams we’ve seen on the previous stages look like
children’s toys. Not only is it big, it’s hugely complex,
with all sorts of technical stuff going on everywhere
you look, from all the power generation infrastructure
to spillways to locks to fish ladders to bridges.

scaled perfectly for bike travel. All of that is assuming
you don’t get nailed--as we did--by brutal headwinds
blowing uphill from the river.
Take these eight delightful miles, add over two miles
of decending on Hwy 197 at the start, then a mile on
Emerson Loop, and you have 11.5 miles of purest fun.
And that’s in addition to the ten-mile drop on Dufur
Gap and the two-mile plunge on Boyd Loop...it starts
adding up to a whole lot of downhill dancing. Try to
remember this when you’re toiling up that hot, bleak
seven-mile climb: it will end, and when it does, it will
be followed by miles and miles of pleasant cruising.

This is just one of the many dams on the Columbia.
It’s upstream from Bonneville Dam (which we will see
tomorrow) and downstream from John Day Dam. I
read somewhere that there are or have been no fewer
than 192 dams on the Columbia River drainage. In
times before the white man brought his busy industry
to the task of taming and harnessing the river, it ran
free over numerous cascades and cataracts, all
through the gorge. It is these magnificent spills of

The descending finally ends around mile 75, when we
cross the creek and the road bends uphill again. At
around mile 76, we turn left onto Fremont Street
(also known as Columbia View Drive) and continue to
a point, at the top of a wickedly steep little climb,
where the name of this road becomes
more than just a name. Quite suddenly,
we are presented with a very grand view
of the Columbia, spread out before us in
a panoramic sweep. This is by no means
the only view we will have of the magnificent river. Tomorrow’s stage will
offer up one vista point after another, all
day long, until our brains are fried from
the sheer out-of-scale grandeur of it all.
But this is our first view of the river, and
as such, it is quite special. After a stage
that has been marked by vast tracts of
emptiness, it comes as a bit of shock to
crest that last rise and see such a busy
vista before us.
We have arrived at the eastern fringe of
The City of The Dalles (above). With a
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the salmon population remained stable and
the harvest sustainable. But in just over 100
years, the European “immigrants”—with their
industrial fish factories, dams, and logging—
managed to drive the salmon to the brink of
extinction.
As a young boy, I was fortunate to see Celilo
Falls before the dam was completed... to see
the men of the tribe balancing precariously
over the raging waters on flimsy wooden
catwalks, hauling in the fish (left). All that is
gone now. The falls no longer fall, the riverside tribal villages are underwater, and their
people have been relocated to modern suburban subdivisions. As for the salmon, they’re
not quite gone yet, but it will take a lot more
work and a lot less greed to bring them back.
Well...this is a bigger story that can be
crammed into the space of this bike tour
narrative. If you’re interested, you can find more on
the subject with a quick search on the internet. But
for now, we must move on, into the town itself, where
our destination is The Dalles High School. Our route
through town is actually quite nice, allowing us to
continue to miss the clutter we usually expect in
urban settings. From our overlook up on the bluff, we
drop for about a mile back to Hwy 197 and cross the
highway to Fremont Street. We climb briefly and then
turn right onto Old Dufur Road, then right again onto
10th Street, which flows gently downhill through
quiet neighborhoods to the center of town. Not the
commercial business center, but the older, mature
residential heart of town: handsome old homes on
well-kept plots along shady streets. The old high
school campus is right in the middle of it all, and we
are going to make use of their back lawn for our little
tent city.

water that inspired explorer and naturalist David
Douglas—he of the Douglas Fir—to name the whole
mountain range the Cascades. Now, with the
slackwater impoundment for one dam backing up all
the way to the next dam upstream, the mighty river is
really just a series of long lakes.
Construction began on the Dalles Dam in 1952 and
was completed in 1957. The water behind the dam
flooded an immense cascade of whitewater known as
Celilo Falls (now known as Celilo Lake). This vast
tract of wild water was a gauntlet that spawning
salmon had to negotiate, and that salmon run was the
life’s blood of the Cascade and Chinook tribes for
thousands of years. In fact, this bountiful, reliable
harvest of fish made this spot a very stable community, and it is thought that this may be the longest
continuously occupied village in America. Carbon
dating of midden heaps indicates people have lived
here steadily for at least 10,000 years, and possibly
2000 more than that. It was the same at every cascade, all the way downstream through the gorge:
villages where the salmon was the mainstay of the
economy, and a very good, durable economy at that.

I feel very fortunate to have been able to set up this
arrangement with the school. It has that important
element we all appreciate: showers. Plus it’s a nice
spot; very quiet and pleasant, in spite of being right in
the middle of town. Furthermore, if we couldn’t camp
here, we’d be in a real pickle, because there are no
public or private campsites anywhere near here...not
anywhere close enough to be even remotely viable for
getting the miles right for today’s and tomorrow’s
stages. And it almost didn’t happen. I had failed
repeatedly in making the right connections with
anyone in The Dalles who could help me. I felt I had
run out of options, and the whole trip was in jeopardy.
(Lose one link in your chain of overnights, and the
whole tour falls apart.) But I stopped by the campus

The salmon would rest in vast, dense schools in the
eddies and pools below the falls, gathering strength
for the next set of rapids. A fisherman could pretty
much throw in his spear without aiming and pull out
a 20-pound fish. One man in a day could easily pull
out a ton of salmon. And yet their numbers were
never depleted. Think about that: for over 10,000
years, the tribes all along the Columbia made it their
main occupation to catch salmon, and yet somehow
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late one afternoon and just happened to bump into
Jerry Christensen—hanging out at soccer practice—
the very school administrator who could give me the
authorization to proceed. Good luck or good timing
or just desperate persistence...whatever was responsible, it worked out.

staple of my childhood. We visited the many waterfalls
and played on the river beaches and hiked up the
green, mossy side canyons. And we drove the old road.
Even as a kid, I could appreciate that this road was
something special. As the years have gone by and so
many other old roads have been “improved” by
widening and straightening and grading, the fact that
this little highway has remained mostly in its original
form just makes it all that much more special.

One final note about our “campsite.” Just up the hill
from the back lawn of the high school campus,
sticking up right in the middle of an otherwise
conventional 12th Street, is a large pillar of rock. This
is called Pulpit Rock. For hundreds of years, it served
as a sort of stage for tribal leaders when they wished
to speak to their people. Later, in the days of the white
man’s missionary work, it became a “pulpit” for
preaching to the heathen. Eventually, as the town

Of course it doesn’t hurt that the road is running
through the Columbia River Gorge, one of the most
dramatic and iconic landscapes in America. The Gorge
was officially designated as a National Scenic Area in
1986, and the only odd thing about that is why it took
them so long to make it official. The old highway itself
has had all sorts of official
accolades bestowed upon it:
All-American Road; National
Scenic Byway; National
Historic Civil Engineering
Landmark; National Historic
Landmark. All of those honors
and the protections and
pampering that come with
them came just in the nick of
time. For years, the old road
was just that: old. Not that
many people appreciated it for
what it was. The implacable
bulldozer of progress was
always nearby, nibbling away
at the quaint curves and
artisan-built walls. Interstate84, running parallel to Hwy
30, wiped substantial chunks
of the old road off the map.
Other sections fell into disrepair. But Oregonians have
a history of being moderately enlightened about the
environment and about parks and natural aesthetics,
and finally, enough people made enough of a fuss, and
the road came under all sorts of protections and had
all sorts of creative energy and money thrown at the
challenge of preserving it.

grew, the rock was surrounded by new development.
But out of respect for history, it was never blown up
or leveled or paved over. It remained, an oddly out-ofplace monolith in the middle of the road. The creeping tide of asphalt has risen around its flanks over the
course of numerous street repavings, so it doesn’t
stand quite as tall as it used to. But it’s still there, a
small reminder of earlier times.

One of the key components in its rehabilitation has
been the bicycle. There are sections you will ride
today that are closed to cars. They were deemed too
old-fashioned for modern motoring, so were simply
turned into bike trails. What a concept! Brrrilliant!
Now a whole niche market in the local tourism
industry is built around biking the old highway, and
there are websites where one can view and download
very pretty pages detailing the entire journey.

Stage 5: The Dalles to Troutdale
77 miles, 4000' up, 4200' down
Doing the famous Historic Columbia River Highway
(also known as Hwy 30 or just HCRH) was really the
keystone in putting this tour together. I grew up in
Portland, and Sunday drives out into the Gorge were a
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All of the above has been simmering away in the back
of my mind for years as an incentive to tour here. It
took awhile to put the pieces together; to create a tour
that would include the Gorge and still be easily
accessible from California and work as a loop. And it
has taken us a few days to ride to this point. But now,
here we are in The Dalles, the eastern gateway to the
Historic Columbia River Highway. Let’s go see what
all the hype is about...

carving a channel for itself, that it has far outrun its
little tributary streams, leaving them plunging down
the sheer sides of the basalt cliffs and giving us the
magnificent waterfalls we see today.
One other important aspect about this region: how
the land and the weather interact. West of the Cascades is a coastal environment: moist, with moderate
temperatures. East of the mountains is an inland,
continental climate: much more arid and with more
extreme temperatures, both higher and lower. Consider these numbers: The Dalles, at mile 1 on today’s
route, records 14 inches of rain a year. Hood River, at
mile 25, logs 30 inches a year. Cascade Locks, at mile
45, is soaked by 75 inches annually. This extremely
rapid transition from one climate to the other, with
the gorge offering an open portal to any meterological
mischief going upstream or down, creates some
exciting weather. Most notably, it creates wind. Lots of
it. (We’ll talk a bit more about the wind when we get

First we have to get out of The Dalles. That’s easy. We
head west from the high school, gently downhill
through more of the same old neighborhood, back on
10th Street. As we head west, the old neighborhood
gives way to newer subdivisions and some light
industrial areas, but all in all, it’s not bad. At about
three miles, we head north on Chenowith Loop Road,
then west again on 6th. This flows directly onto the
HCHR at the edge of town. Just under four miles into
the stage, and we’re out into the country (right).
But wait! Before we actually roll
out onto the highway, let’s put a
foot down for a moment and
absorb a little background about
the region and the road. In
simplest terms, this is the classic
story of rock vs water. You know
that the Cascades are part of the
Ring of Fire, that line of volcanos
sputtering up out of the rifts
between tectonic plates, all
around the Pacific Rim. 20 million
years ago, massive volcanic
activity generated a 2000' thick
layer of lava that became basalt
(sometimes in columnar form, as
we saw at Fifteenmile Creek). The
more recent volcanos that we
know so well—from Lassen and Shasta in California,
all the way up through Oregon and on into Washington—have added their own latter-day lava layering to
the rocky blanket, and, as we know from Mt St
Helens, they are still at it. Still sputtering and spewing and laying down more lava.

to Hood River.) It is more likely to blow from west to
east—a headwind for us—but that is by no means a
sure thing. It can blow just as hard or even harder
from east to west. When I scouted this trip, it was
blowing half a gale downstream...our direction.
Now, after the geology and the hydraulics and the
weather, and after the ancient history of the salmon
runs and the native peoples, there is just one more
thing to talk about in general overview: the road.

Through it all the river has continued to drain a vast
watershed stretching far up into British Columbia and
Montana and encompassing large chunks of Washington, Idaho, and of course Oregon. Many a time a lava
flow or massive landslide has blocked the river channel. But the river never sleeps (except perhaps in
slackwater lakes behind dams). Those billions of cubic
feet of water never stop looking for a way to head
downstream. So effective has this mighty river been in

A scenic highway up the gorge from Portland was first
planned in 1909, but only a few miles were built
before the project ran out of steam. Then a wealthy
Seattle lawyer and railroad tycoon named Sam Hill
took it on as his personal crusade to see things
completed. He spent years lobbying and boostering
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their new stone to the old stones
around it. And one other item of good
news in the maintenance and repair
dept: many miles of old pavement
were replaced in 2006 by new asphalt
laid down to the highest standards of
the paver’s trade. These new sections—still with their quaint old
walls and narrow, twisting contours—are now as smooth as black
satin.
Aside from the road itself, which is
delightfully scenic every inch of the
way, the first really marquee scenic
attraction we encounter on the day is
Rowena Crest. This is also the first of
our climbs today (below). The roads
snakes back and forth in several
elegant loops as it gently rises up the
face of the big basalt cliff. It really couldn’t be much
more attractive...but shoot, I am going to become
very redundant if I say that for every one of these
wonderful sections of road. Let’s just take it as a given
that the road—from here on—is as pretty as you can
possibly imagine a road could be, unless I tell you
otherwise.

and barnstorming to make it happen, and between
1913 and 1922, most of the highway was completed.
From the very beginning the goal was always to make
this “the most beautiful highway in the world.” Chief
Engineer on the project was a man named Sam
Lancaster, and he put his heart and soul and every
waking moment into getting everything just right. He
had been inspired by highways he had seen in Switzerland and Germany, and was especially taken with their
fine old masonry walls. He vowed to replicate that
style here. But he also vowed to harm as few trees and
ferns and creeks as possible with the construction. To
an astonishing degree, he succeeded. This was the
first paved highway in the western United States...a
marvel in its day and still a marvel today.

After the enjoyable and by no means difficult climb,
we roll out into the vista point on top of Rowena
Crest. I don’t see stopping here as at all optional. It’s a
must. The route slip has provided for a turn into the
wayside and goes all the way around the big circle at
the top before returning to the highway. Please take
the time to stop here, even though it’s only mile 12.
We will have lovely vistas over the river all day long,

Okay...enough background. Let’s get moving. The old
highway shows its true colors almost from its
first few yards. It takes no time at all before we
are riding along next to the HCRH’s signature
white, wooden railings (above). These handsome railings seem to appear interchangeably
with the grand old stone walls that line so
many miles of the road. I don’t know what
dictates which railing goes where, but both
styles are attractive. There are also some
classic early deco concrete railings to be found
here and there. I know for a fact that those in
charge of maintaining the historic road today
are fully dedicated to adhering to the old
standards of craftsmanship while repairing the
road. I was held up for several minutes on my
scout trip while workers painstakingly cemented a large boulder into place as part of
another decorative railing, carefully matching
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First, that further word about the wind
that I promised earlier. It is windy here,
more or less always. Out in the middle of
the river, away from the cliffs and trees, it
is even windier. There’s nothing new
about this. What is new, relatively
speaking, is the sport of windsurfing and
spin-offs like kite-sailing. When the
devotees of this new sport discovered the
constant winds of the gorge, it was like
surfers discovering the north shore of
Oahu. Almost overnight, the town of
Hood River became ground zero in a
phenomenal transformation of the
region from a sleepy agricultural backwater—known mostly for its apple orchards—into a trendy mecca for yuppie
adventurers.
Mind you, the town had a lot going for it
besides an inexhaustible supply of wind.
The basic town site is appealing: the land
rises abruptly from the river, so that the streets and
structures scramble steeply up and up, rather like a
tiny, wooded slice of San Francisco. (Nearly every
home has a splendid view of the river.) The place is
crammed with lovely Victorian houses and old-town
business buildings which were prime candidates for
restoration and remodeling... what I call the money
massage. Add in the fact that it’s only an hour’s drive
from Portland, that hotbed of trendy new urbanism. It
all adds up, and folks looking for the next new thing
were all over it. Within a very few years in the 80’s and
90’s, the town was reinvented as one of the cooler

but none of them will be any more impressive than
this first one (above).
Once back on the road west, it’s mostly downhill all
the way to the town of Mosier. Okay, there is a little
climb near a pretty spot called Rowena Dell, but aside
from that, it’s a nifty descent of three or four miles.
Mosier is a little wide spot in the road at 19 miles.
There is a cute roadside cafe here, although it may be
a little early for lunch. But the main thing Mosier
means for us is that it’s the beginning—the
trailhead—for the first of the no-cars, bikes-only trail
sections of old road. Just follow the signs uphill
through town and soon you’ll be
rolling along a well paved road with
nary a “car back!” to be heard. This
section of trail lasts for over four
miles. It includes two narrow tunnels
that would be dicey if cars were in the
mix. But with just bikes, it’s all part of
the fun (right).
The closed trail ends one mile east of
the city of Hood River. Between the
trailhead and town, the old road stays
true to form: beautiful and interesting. It drops quite dramatically down
the hillside in several sinuous hairpins, ending up at a bridge across the
Hood River. Once over the river and
into town, things get a bit complicated.
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of it was simply erased from existence by
the freeway.
What can’t be cured must be endured,
and so we now ride along the shoulder of
the interstate for a few miles to get to
our next section of back road. This is the
longest section of freeway riding we’ll do:
11 miles. All in all, it’s not all that
dreadful and cyclists do it all the time.
For one thing, I-84 is rather low-traffic
for an interstate, at least this far away
from Portland. For another thing, the
scenery is much the same as it has been
all day: wonderful. Finally, there are big shoulders...
mostly.

places to live in the Northwest. Chic shops and edgy
restaurants abound. Brew pubs and bistros; surf shops
and bike stores...it’s all happening in Hood River
(above). I knew about all that before I got here, but I
was surprised at how much I liked the place. This is a
very cool town.

That last “mostly” covers a pet peeve of mine. The
shoulders are set off from the two lanes of traffic by a
rumble strip scored into the pavement. I understand
the reason it’s there, and I certainly would be thrilled
if some dozing motorist were awakened by hitting the
strip moments before plowing into me at 70-mph. All
well and good. However, just before we get to our offramp from this freeway run, the shoulder suddendly
dwindles away from eight feet to four feet to two feet.
Nothing left between the guard rail and the traffic
lane but the rumble strip and a sliver of pavement too
narrow to ride. So where is the cyclist supposed to go?

It would have been nice for this to be an overnight for
us, where we could have gone out on the town for a
brew pub crawl. But alas, it comes only a third of the
way into our stage, and we have many a mile to ride
and many a sight to see before we can call it a day. I
did spend the night in Hood River on my scouting
trip, and after dinner and an IPA in one of those brew
pubs, I spent an exciting evening driving up and down
the side streets of town, searching out the best bike
route through the urban clutter. The route you see
here is my best guess at how to accomplish this. Like
our routes through Sisters and The Dalles, it avoids
the busiest downtown core and spends most of its
time on quieter residential streets nearby. Actually, it
does cut right through the heart of the busy, trendy
old-town core, but only briefly, where the route
crosses the main drag through town. That brief
intersection with the heart of things does give you the
opportunity to check out the cutting edge of Hood
River chic, should that interest you.
Once out the west side of town, we come to a decidedly different part of our journey. From riding on the
charming old historic highway, we are now forced to
ride along the shoulder of the modern interstate
(right). What the...? How did this come to pass? How
it came to pass is that the folks who built the original
highway put a few bits of it right down next to the
river (and not up on the cliff), and in some of those
places, there wasn’t room for both the old road and
the new road...Interstate-84. At some point back in
the dark ages of the mid-20th century, when priorities
were skewed toward Bigger and Faster, the value of
the old highway didn’t count for much, and so some
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In fact, it climbs up the hillside rather
ambitiously...almost 500' up in a couple of miles, and
then down the other side just as briskly. It’s as sharp a
spike on the elevation profile as we’ll see today. Some
maps I have seen—including the official HCRH
guide—list this road as Wyeth Bench Road, and
presumably this short climb is up and over the Wyeth
Bench. But the signs on the corner say Herman
Creek, so that’s what I’m using on the map and route
slip. I believe the name Wyeth Bench now applies only
to the little underpass beneath the interstate.
Once down to river level again, we finish with
Herman Creek and pick up a frontage road along the
south side of the interstate. We roll west for a mile,
then pass over the freeway on Forest Lane, which
carries us into the scattered residential fringe of the
town of Cascade Locks. At mile 45, we hit the center
of town where Forest tees into Wa-Na-Pa Street, the
main drag through town. Cascade Locks is not much
of a place. A straggly scatter of businesses along the
main street, and a few side streets of modest homes.
All of the sleek and chic newness and quaint charm of
Hood River seem to have passed Cascade Locks by. It’s
not awful...just very ordinary.
Indian legend has it that a great natural arch used to
cross the river here. No credible evidence of this has
ever been discovered, but there was a massive landslide here less than 10,000 years ago—within the span
of time that the native peoples have lived here—that
probably completely blocked the river channel. For a
time, as the water backed up into a great lake behind
this temporary dam, it may have been possible to walk
to the other side. But as it has always done, the river
soon reclaimed its channel. Now however, a great
bridge crosses the river here, and it is named after the
legendary arch: Bridge of the Gods.

The cyclist has to jump the strip and ride in the right
lane of the interstate. Now, this strikes me as an
unpardonably bad piece of planning on someone’s
part. Here the powers that be have gone to great
lengths to promote the Columbia Gorge experience as
a perfect bike adventure. And it certainly is that. But
right in the middle of it all is this unavoidable booby
trap that has at least the potential for a very bad
accident. And it could have been avoided if they had
simply turned the damn rumble strip cutter off for the
few hundred yards where the shoulder narrows down.
That would have left a ridable strip of 18” next to the
guard rail. Ah well...they had the best of intentions
when they put in the rumble strip, but you know
about roads paved with good intentions.

The only thing this bridge means for us—besides
being impressive to look at—is that we will find the
trailhead for our next section of bike path (the Columbia River State Trail) right at the foot of the bridge in
Marine Park. We used the route slip created for one of
the recent CycleOregon Tours to navigate this section.
For the most part it worked well, but in the end, we
must have missed a turn somewhere because we rode
right off the end of a section of trail and into a thicket
of ferns. Not quite sure what we did wrong, but a few
hundred yards of backtracking got us back on course.

This insterstate run is just about dead flat or maybe
slightly downhill. We get off at the Wyeth exit at mile
38, nip under the freeway, and turn right (west) on
Herman Creek Road. I don’t believe this road was part
of the original highway. We’re still in a section where
the highway was buried under the freeway, but it just
happens that this nice little back road was here to fill
in for the missing original. It doesn’t have any of
those pretty rock walls or railings, nor any panoramic
views over the river. It just wanders off into the woods
on the south side of the gorge, up against the hillside.

It includes one interesting feature: a stairway from
one level to another, which has supposedly been made
more bike-friendly with the addition of little ramps
next to the stairs for rolling your bike up (our direction) or down.
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Multnomah Falls (below) is the main
event. It’s the tallest waterfall in
Oregon and would be justifiably
popular as a roadside attraction on its
own merits. But it also has a nice trail
up to an elegant old footbridge that
spans the falls and the grotto below it,
and it has the grand old stone lodge
at the foot of the falls, designed and
built in harmony with the falls and
the road, in that lovely, rugged
national-parks-lodge style.
Topography over this section is
mostly level, but there is one short
climb of about 100' in the middle.
The nearby topography is of course
anything but level, with the massive
cliffs looming up hundreds of feet
high on the south side of the road.
Every inch that isn’t soaring black cliffs or plummeting waterfalls is green, green, and greener. Broadleaf
trees and firs intermingled, with a lush, dense understory of ferns and shrubs, mosses and lichens. Think
back to the rather arid, open landscape near The
Dalles and Rowena Crest, and compare that to this
rain forest canopy—just 50 miles apart—and those

All of the twists and turns of this bike path section add
up to about four miles. Then we have to hop back
onto I-84 for another two miles. This time we exit the
freeway at a place so much in the middle of nowhere
that it is only identified as Exit 37. It actually provides
access to a settlement called Warrendale, but there’s
not much in the way of anything right at the offramp. Again we nip under the freeway and turn right
(west) along the southern frontage road, passing the
tiny hamlet of Dodson along the way. (If you have an
inexhaustible thirst for scenic waterfalls, you might
want to turn left on this frontage road and ride offcourse a short distance east to the center of John B.
Yeon State Park, where lovely Elowah Falls works its
magic. But with all the other waterfalls you’ll pass in
just a few miles, this may be overspill overkill.) In a
little over a mile and a half, our little frontage road
tees into Hwy 30 in the middle of a mildly complicated interchange where the old highway and the
interstate are spliced together. We go west on 30 and
then almost immediately left again onto the HCRH,
following the signs to Multnomah Falls.
This begins one of the most beautiful and best preserved sections of the old road. This is where I found
the road crews carefully placing their boulders and
laying down that silky blacktop (left). Over the course
of the next seven miles, we will pass seven named
waterfalls, including all the biggest, most famous,
most visited, most photographed ones: Horsetail,
Multnomah, Bridal Veil, Latourel. Some of these are
right smack up against the road, and you don’t need
to do anything more than stop and put a foot down to
check them out. Others require a little off-the-bike
exertion (hiking) to fully appreciate their charms.
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eases off now—not that it was ever all that steep—and
the remaining mile or so to the summit at the town of
Corbett is almost a level traverse through the woods.
From Crown Point onward, although the old highway
is still known as the HCRH, it is now also—sometimes—known as the Crown Point Highway. You
might see some signs on street corners with this
latter name, but it’s still our same highway.
Before leaving the Corbett neighborhood, one last
sightseeing item. We will pass a little state park on the
right with a funny name: The Portland Women’s
Forum State Park. (Many of the beauty spots in the
Gorge were named after individuals or organizations
who pledged funds for their preservation during the
building of the road. I don’t know for sure, but I bet
this is one of those “sponsored” sites.) The reason you
should care about this little park is because it contains our last scenic vista point of the day, and it just
might be the best one of all (photo on page 1). The
whole Gorge is laid out at our feet—we’re now at our
highest point above it—with Crown Point and its
little jewel-like Vista House off in the very picturesque
middle distance. This is by far the most photographed
view on the river, the one you are most likely to have
seen ten or a hundred times. It is the essential Columbia Gorge image, and when you stand there and take
it all in, you’ll have that strange, deja vu feeling we
get when we see something in reality that has been a
part of our cultural heritage forever, rather like seeing
Yosemite Valley or Bryce Canyon or Niagara Falls for
the first time.

earlier notes about the dramatic shift in climate come
into focus.
At around mile 60, the road tilts uphill for the longest
ascent of the day: 800' up in around eight-plus miles.
This is never hard climbing, and the scenery along the
way is so sublime you won’t mind the uphill effort a
bit. This is the climb to Crown Point, where the Vista
House holds center stage (above). It comes up at
around mile 67, and there is no way you can pedal
past the spot without stopping. It can’t be done. The
panoramic splendor on all sides is overwhelming.
Food for the soul.

After the vista point, we are treated to a very sweet
downhill slither of about three miles...much steeper
and faster than the climb before it, but still not so
steep as to be nasty. Just good fun. At the bottom of
the descent, we pass through another small town,
Springdale. It’s not much more than a school and a
store or two, but it marks a turn for us, off the historic highway and onto a side road...and up a hill.
In theory, the simplest way to get to our finish in
Troutdale would be to stay on the historic highway, all
the way. But from Springdale on, we’re essentially on
an out-&-back: we will be riding on the highway back
to Springdale first thing tomorrow morning before
heading south onto new roads. So, to vary the scenery
a bit, and to leave no good road unridden, I have us
leave the old highway in Springdale for a right onto
Woodard Road. This begins with a short, sharp climb
of about 150' in a mile. At the top, the road turns hard
left at a four-way junction, like it’s a new road, and
plunges back down the hill in a frisky descent of
maybe 400' in a mile-plus. Although this is the easiest

The little Vista House is worth a few minutes as well.
It has been here as long as the road has. It was here
that the road was officially opened in 1916, with
Woodrow Wilson pushing a button in Washington
that unfurled a flag on the pole here. Like much of
the highway, it had fallen on hard times in the waning
years of the 20th Century, but dedicated volunteers
and workers have restored it to its original glory, and
it now looks as it must have on that bright day of
promise in 1916.
This isn’t quite the top of the climb, but the grade
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other forms of public space for several
years now. They began in Portland and
now have an amazing number of
interesting facilities in their empire,
scattered throughout the northwest.
(You can check them out at
McMenamins.com.)
Many people credit them with creating
the microbrewery and brew pub
phenonomenon that has Portland as its
epicenter. They lobbied to change the
laws to allow sales of beer on the same
premises where it was being brewed.
Seems like an age-old, no-brainer
concept now, with brew pubs on every
other corner, but apparently it wasn’t
always this way. And from what I’ve
read—in articles in Sunset and Via—
these are the guys who first pushed the
idea out into the mainstream.

day for climbing on the whole tour, it’s possible you
will balk at doing one more climb when a perfectly
level or even slightly downhill road is available:
staying on the HCRH. If so, please feel free to skip
Woodard and stick to the lowland option.

Here is the official, short history of Edgefield, copied
off their website...
“Edgefield, built in 1911, served for several decades as
the Multnomah County Poor Farm. Residents operated a self-sufficient environment, raising hogs,
poultry, growing a variety of fruits and vegetables,
operating a dairy, cannery, and meat packing plant as
well as working in the laundry, kitchen and hospital.

When the descent ends—rather abruptly—we have
teed back into the historic highway, now on its final
leg...just two miles to go. We turn right on the
highway, then follow it left as it crosses the Sandy
River and rolls into the town of Troutdale. (Note:
when the HCRH turns left across the Sandy River
bridge, Crown Point Highway continues straight
ahead, north. Don’t go that way.) Troutdale was
probably a free-standing country town not that many
years ago, but the suburbs of eastern Portland have
sprawled out to meet it, so now it pretty much feels
like just another belt of subdivisions. The locals have
tried hard to retain something of a
small-town feel for the place, and the
main street is moderately attractive.
And the tract neighborhoods have not
quite gobbled up every square foot of
land. There are still quite a few big
parcels left with crops growing on
them. Still a few patches of forest and
meadow. And then there is the 30-acre
parcel that contains our overnight
destination: Edgefield Resort (right).

“In 1947, it was renamed the Multnomah County
Home and Farm and in the late fifties the farm
operation was eliminated. In 1962, the facility was
renamed Edgefield Manor and for the last two decades
of operation, functioned as a nursing home and
eventually closed in 1982.
“McMenamins purchased the property from

What to say about this place? First a
little background: the McMenamin
brothers have been buying up old
properties and renovating them into
restaurants, brew pubs, hotels, and
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It really is a place apart. It’s loads of
fun, and I expect you will find their
old-fashioned, craftsman-built
ambience will be the perfect complement to your day of riding along the
old-fashioned, craftsmen-built
highway.
Stage 6: Troutdale to Silver
Falls State Park
93 miles, 9000' up, 7500' down
At the beginning of this write-up, I
claimed that the stages on this tour,
although long, would not be especially difficult. This
stage is the only one on the tour for which that claim
might not hold up. On paper at least, it has the
makings of a very challenging piece of work. Looking
over the elevation profiles for the tour, one is immediately drawn to the great, gaudy spikes of Box Canyon
summit on Day 1 and McKenzie Pass on Day 2. They
look intimidating in the way that all big mountain
passes do in profiles, with over three or four thousand
feet of climing in one big wall, many miles long. (But
I still believe they won’t be brutal.) In contrast,
today’s profile looks rather insignificant, with just a
bunch of little sawtooth spikes running raggedly
across its 93-mile distance. The 93-mile figure is the
first hint that this might be a challenging day, but the
real kicker lies in all those little saw teeth in the
profile. None of them is particularily big, but there are
so many of them, and so many of them are steep...

Multnomah County in 1990. In phases lasting over
four years, the condemned buildings and land were
transformed into a unique European-style village,
including lodging, a pub, a movie theater, fine dining,
a winery, a brewery, distillery, golf course, gardens,
vineyards, artwork, and meeting, wedding, and
banquet spaces.”
What I would like to add to that is a comment about
how they do their renovations. These guys are wonderfully quirky and whimsical in their sense of what a
space should look like. They first of all select interesting old properties for their projects—often condemned or derelict structures—and then they fill
them with off-beat, eclectic, antique furnishings and
accessories scavenged from all over the world. And
they keep a staff of artisan craftsmen employed full
time creating murals and sculptures and graphic
embellishments that decorate every nook and cranny
of their environments.

There are at least 60 places in 93 miles where the
profile tilts from downhill to uphill. That’s 60 times
we’ll be throwing it down into our little chain rings.
Many of those may be just glorified rollers, but the
toughest ones are fierce. One or two miles long may
not seem like much, but when the grade is double

The brothers, who have been described as a couple of
old Deadheads, are certainly not corporate,
establisment types. There is a statue of Jerry Garcia in
the garden at Edgefield, and there is one tiny bar
called Jerry’s Ice House where the Grateful Dead are
always playing on the big video
screen. (There are plenty of other
pubs on the property for those who
would rather do without the Dead.)
But being unreconstructed hippies
doesn’t mean their inns and dining
rooms are messy old crash pads.
Everything is best quality. The rooms
are lovely, and each is as individual
and charming as all of the other
spaces at the resort. In keeping with
their retrograde, anti-establishment
ethos: no TVs and no internet connections in the rooms.
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through Troutdale and back across the
bridge over the Sandy River (above).
Once past our junction with Woodard
Road, we’ll be on a new bit of the old
highway for a few miles. We get a little
encore performance of four more miles
of the HCRH...not nearly as spectacular
as the cliffhanging, stonewalling sections of yesterday, but not all that
shabby either. The Sandy River is filling
in for the mighty Columbia as our
roadside companion in this section
(below), and it looks very pretty in its
own modest way. Meanwhile, on the left
side of the road, great cliffs rise up
dramatically, and tall trees crowd the
pavement, leaving us in dappled shade.
Once over the river from Troutdale, the
’burbs are left behind, and this feels like
real country, with just the occasional
riverside lodge breaking up the walls of trees. This last
section of the HCRH is nearly flat...one of the very few
flat roads we will see all day.

digit steep, it starts to take its toll, one little wall after
another. I have added up all the little uphills on the
profile, and bearing in mind my history of underestimating elevation gain, I have rounded up my total,
then rounded up again. At this point, I can’t imagine
that my estimated 9000' of gain on the day is still too
low. Perhaps finally, I will have estimated high, and
we’ll come in below that figure. We shall see.

At six miles, we return to the village of Springdale and
briefly retrace a little of yesterday’s route. Then we
turn right onto new roads to new places. The general
program today is to work our way south amid the
western foothills of the Cascades, doing our best to
stay on bike-friendly side roads and off busier highways. To say that the Cascades are on our left and the
Willamette Valley is on our right would be correct,
but a gross oversimplification. It will be a rare moment today when we can look to our right—or to
anywhere else—and see anything resembling a wide,

In any event, expect it to be a hard day. Wake up with
a warrior mindset. Pack in a hearty breakfast at the
Black Rabbit Restaurant at Edgefield, then hit the
road ready for anything. If it turns out to be not that
bad after all, we’ll all be delighted.
The day may prove difficult in another respect as well.
The navigation is going to be complex and
probably confusing. There are nearly 40 road
changes, which works out to something new
needing to be figured out almost every two
miles, all day long. It isn’t that consistent of
course. There are places where we’ll be on
one road for seven or eight miles. But there
are many spots that will be tricky, with one
screwy turn after another. Imagine trying to
find your way around the dense network of
little roads west of Sebastopol without any
prior experience of the area. That’s what it
will be like. Come to think of it, the climbing will be like the west county too. We’ll
feel right at home.
Okay, enough with the disclaimers. Let’s get
rolling and see what all the fuss is about. We
begin by retracing those suburban miles
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tioning every one of the scenic overlooks
along the Columbia River. So I’m going
to try and skate lightly over the minutiae
and just give you the bigger picture.
So let’s take Hurlburt, Gordon Creek,
Bull Run, and Ten Eyck Roads as a
whole: those are the four roads between
Springdale and the town of Sandy.
They’re all essentially the same. Up and
down, early and often. All in the woods.
All very pretty, mostly quite challenging.
The Sandy River comes and goes as the
roads drop off the ridges and plunge back
to the bridges. There is a nice little park
and pond that might make a good spot
for a regroup at mile 19, when we turn
from Bull Run onto Ten Eyck. Aside from
that wayside, there’s not much out here but country
homes and a whole lot of timber.

flat valley. Mostly we’ll be scrambling up hill and
down dale, lost in an extremely rumpled landscape of
sharply creased ridges and deeply cut canyons.

One final, short-but-steep climb, and Ten Eyck pops
out very suddenly into the commercial clutter of the
town of Sandy, strung out along the Mt Hood Highway (Hwy 26...yes, the same Hwy 26 we were on when
we crossed the Deschutes River on Day 3). We’re
going to cut across 26 and kiss Sandy goodbye with
hardly a backward glance. It may have some good
qualities as a place to live, but they won’t be apparent
to us from the little slice of main street we’ll see.

Our topsy turvy journey begins with a moderate, twomile climb on Hurlburt Road. Then we turn right
onto Gordon Creek Road, do a couple of little bumps,
and—whoa!—down we go, down the rabbit hole on a
short but very steep drop. This wiggly free fall
through dense forest is followed immediately by a
very steep uphill grunt of just about the same dimensions as the descent that preceded it: 400' in less than
a mile. Less than a mile? How hard can that be? Well,
not hard enough to snap your chain, but still a wicked
little wall. The climb on Gordon Creek doesn’t end
there, but it eases off enough for us to catch our
breath. After a very brief, nearly level shelf, things tilt
up again and stay that way for another four miles or
so, on a steady, medium-steep grade.

Unfortunately, leaving the town behind doesn’t mean
we get to return to lovely, bike-friendly back roads
right away. We now have to bite the bullet and do
probably the least enjoyable road of the whole tour.
This is Hwy 211, the Eagle Creek-Sandy Highway. It’s
busy and doesn’t have nearly as much shoulder as we

All of these early miles, and in fact most
of the miles for the whole stage, run
through thick forest. We’re back into
that mix of broadleafs and conifers we
saw when we were in the foothills on
Day 1. There will be a smattering of
meadows and pastures as the day goes
along, plus a few small towns, but in
general, we’ll be under tree cover. If it
turns out to be hot, at least it will be
shady.
After rereading the paragraph above
about steep downhills and steeper
uphills, it occurs to me that if I spell
out every one of those 60 little ups and
downs on the day, this is going to
become awfully repetetive, like men31
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find this road a big improvement. If
you’re in a sag, you might as well stay
in the sag until you get back to really
nice back roads on the south side of the
next town.
We ride right through the heart of
Estacada, along the pretty Clackamas
River (above). When I was growing up
on the southwestern edge of Portland,
my high school was in a league with
the schools from all the little towns
we’ll visit or bypass today...Sandy,
Estacada, Molalla, Canby, Silverton. In
those long-ago days—the early 60’s—
these were remote little farm towns,
and we surburban sophisticates from
Portland thought this was the back of
beyond, and that the kids from these hokey little
burgs were hayseeds and yokels, one and all. Rightly
or wrongly, that was then; this is now. My how times
have changed. All of these little towns, well within
commuting distance of the wide belt of corporate
parks surrounding Portland and Salem, have become
bedroom communities and back-to-the-land havens
for hordes of up-scale worker bees. While there are
still plenty of kids here who belong to 4-H and FFA,
we’re just as likely to notice signs for aroma therapy,
holistic healing, boutique produce, and gourmet
bistros. Once again, a comparison to West Sonoma
County is not inaccurate.

would like in a road with this much traffic. We’re on it
for exactly six miles, and the good news is most of
those miles are downhill, so the ordeal will pass fairly
quickly. The bad news is there are at least seven little
uphill bumps mixed into the downhill, and some of
them at least are big enough to need some work to get
over their tops, delaying the eventual escape from this
pedaling purgatory. I wish we could have avoided this
run of busy highway, but there simply aren’t any
reasonable alternatives.
There’s a road like this on every tour we do. Nine
times out of ten, when we get there, we luck out and
sneak through without any unpleasant encounters
with big trucks or the RV from hell. We get to the
other end and wonder what all the worry was about.
Let’s hope that proves to be the case this time. However, if you really have a phobia about swimming with
the sharks—riding in traffic—you might consider
using one of our sags to taxi down to the little town of
Estacada, 12 miles ahead. It would shorten up the ride
to a more manageable length, and it would surgically
remove this less-than-great section. If there is a
demand for it, we will place a sag (or two) in Sandy to
do the shuttle.

Estacada fronts on the Clackamas River. We drop to
the river, cross over to the south bank, and follow
Hwy 211 out of town. This time though, we’re only on
the highway for a minute before escaping onto better
back roads, beginning with a left onto Day Hill.
Eventually, we’re going to have to do a few more miles
on 211, but down here, for whatever reason, it’s a
nicer road to ride than coming out of Sandy. But for
the moment, we manage to dodge it for a bit longer
with a five-mile up-and-down meander on Day Hill
and Springwater Roads. Finally, at mile 39, we have to
jump onto the busier highway. We begin a nice
descent on Springwater and continue it on 211,
altogether about three miles long. Except for the stop
sign where the former merges into the latter, it
should all be smooth and fast. We climb for a couple
of miles, then descend to our next turn at mile 45.
This could be an easy corner to miss: a left onto a
little lane buried in the trees on a moderately fast
descent...Grays Hill Road.

Twelve miles? Didn’t I just say this bad section was
only six miles? I did. But the road that follows—Eagle
Creek—is not such a hot road either. Not that it’s too
busy or too narrow. It’s not. Riding on it is fine. It’s
just sort of blah...a straight run down the valley past a
mix of farms and rural commercial enterprise: feed
stores, tractor sales, corner country mini-marts. On
the bright side, it’s one of the few more-or-less level
sections all day, and in fact tilts slightly downhill over
most of its six miles to the town of Estacada. If you’re
riding, you’ll be delighted to get off Hwy 211 and will
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Another road with “Hill” in the name. Yep...more
climbing ahead, but also more descending. After an
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initial climb, Grays Hill features a series of very fast
downhill rollers. Whoopdeedoos, you might call them.
Straight ahead and a lot like the big dippers on a
roller coaster.

Upper Molalla Road is also known as the South
Molalla River Recreational Corridor, which is some
regional parklands designation. It really is a lovely
road, with beautiful pavement and pristine, wilderness
scenery along the river. I know it’s lovely because I
drove many miles of it after missing our next turn,
which wasn’t marked and which I mistook for a
private driveway when I first passed it. After driving
several very pleasant miles, I finally, reluctantly
decided I was off-course, turned around, and went
back to look at that “driveway” a little more carefully.
It is in fact our road, and it’s called Trout Creek Road.
When I first surveyed the course, there was no street
sign of any sort at this
corner, making it very
easy to miss. When we
came back on our tour,
the public works folks
had put up a brand
new sign saying Trout
Creek Road.

This section represents one of the most confusing
parts of today’s route from a navigation standpoint.
Over the course of the 15 miles beginning with Grays
Hill, we are on nine different roads. There’s really no
point in my trying to describe all those changes.
You’re going to have to rely on your route slip...and
on staying awake. No mindless hammering! When in
doubt, put a foot down and puzzle it out. This is all
farm country...a hobbity sort of landscape, with loads
of dinky roads forking off in
all directions. You could
very easily get off course,
and once off, might find it
very hard to figure out how
to get back on the route.
At least these roads have
street signs at their corners
so you have a fighting
chance of sorting it out. We
are coming up on a couple
of turns that do not have
signs, so I’m going to try
and be more specific about
them. At mile 55.2, we
come to a little junction
called Dickie Prairie. This is
a real place, with a dot on
the map, although all it
consists of is one corner
store (and all those hobbity
farm dwellings clustered
round about). We go left
(south) on Dickie Prairie
Road—which does have a
sign—and go nearly four
miles on this road. This is
one of the longer stretches
between turns on the whole stage. It’s also one of the
flattest roads, as it runs alongside the pretty Molalla
River (below) in a gently upstream direction.

This is one of the
hardest, steepest
ascents of the day. It
climbs 800' in 1.7
miles, which works out
to an average of 9%.
For comparison, the
dreaded Rancheria
Wall on the Terrible
Two gains 900' in 1.7
miles. So this is not
quite that bad, but it’s
close. All of it is in the
deep, shady woods and
is very quiet and
attractive, if you’re not
suffering too much to
notice. Once over that
first, steep pitch, there
are two more smaller
climbs with little dips in between. These will add
another 200' of elevation before we finally arrive at
the left turn from Trout Creek onto Sawtell Road.
Now we’re up on a ridge of sorts. There are many
rolling ups and downs, and we eventually top out at
1600'. Then we get quite a nice run of downhill,
mostly on Maple Grove Road. My notes from the scout
trip put the right turn from Sawtell onto Maple Grove
at mile 66.2, but the mapping software corrected that
to 64.5. That’s a big difference, and I don’t know
which is correct. What with missing the turn onto

We’re looking for a right turn on a bridge across the
river. It comes up at mile 58.9. This is Upper Molalla
Road, but as far as I could see, there is no sign to tell
you so. The bridge however is signed as Glen Avon
Bridge. (No, it’s not a covered bridge, but it still gets
an official name.) It’s the first and only bridge you’ll
see since leaving Dickie Prairie.
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quality). Surface? Heck, it’s unpaved!
It’s a gravel road. Sheesh! This is
McKillop Road, and boy, was I dismayed
when I saw it! I quickly whipped out my
map and began searching for an alternate route with blacktop on it, but
nothing presented itself...nothing that
didn’t entail a lengthy addition to a
route that’s already longer than we
want it to be.

Trout Creek and having to backtrack, my field notes got
a little sketchy, so I’m going with the software for our
route slip. Whichever is correct, we will simply need to
be attentive, once again, keeping our eyes peeled for the
right turn onto Maple Grove, which is marked. According to the AAA map, there is a settlement at this junction called Kokel Corner, but I don’t recall anything
other than scattered farm buildings.
Whenever we finally get onto Maple Grove, it will prove
to have been worth the wait. Or worth the work of
climbing up to it. For now we have earned an entertaining reward. The run on Maple Grove—all on
excellent pavement—is over seven miles, and while
that is not all uninterrupted downhill, enough of it is
to keep most folks happy. We will lose around 800' in
a series of rolling, curling descents through forest and
meadow over those miles, and when we’re done with
this delightful road, we’ll be right back down to the
same elevation we were at when we crossed the
Molalla River on Glen Avon Bridge and started climbing.
Maple Grove tees into Nowlens Bridge Road at mile
72. We turn left and drop directly into the little town
of Scotts Mills in just a block or so. Scotts Mills is
about the same size as Dickie Prairie: not much there
at all. We pick up Crooked Finger Road heading out
the other side of town, and this stage being what it is,
you won’t be surprised to find that we’re climbing
again. We’ll gain 850' over the next three-plus miles,
which works out to about 5%...not too tough all by
itself, but as a part of this non-stop hit parade of hills,
it starts adding up.
Adding insult to injury, we don’t really get much of a
payback out of this climb: no whizbang descent to
play around with. In fact, what we get is the worst
stretch of road on the entire tour (in terms of surface
THE NORTHERN OREGON TOUR
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Well, like riding on the interstate or
along a too-busy arterial, this is just
one of the little eggs we have to break
to make this particular omlette. We’ve
all ridden on worse gravel roads than
this one, and for longer distances. It’s
slightly downhill for a bit less than half a mile
through the woods. Then the pavement reappears
briefly in front of an old farm compound and then
goes away again for another tenth of a mile of gravel
beyond the farm. Finally, real pavement returns, just
in time for a very hairy descent. Mind you, this
pavement isn’t much of an improvement over the
gravel that preceded it. It would look right at home on

mile intervals, each followed by a shallow saddle.
Once we hit the park, we have a series of small ups
and downs to mess with before we get to our camp
in the center of the park.
After that last little summit on Powers Creek, we
popped out of dense forest into open farm fields
rolling away across a gently undulating landscape.
Some of these fields are given over to flowers for
the nursery trade (photos, previous page). They
have a tulip festival in the spring not too far from
here that is spectacular, but even in late summer,
we might still see some very colorful fields. This
more open prospect changes as soon as we reach
Silver Falls State Park, which is mostly dense
forest of Douglas Fir, Hemlock, and Cedar.
You haven’t read too much in today’s narrative
about spectacular scenery. That’s because there
hasn’t been much of it. With a few notable exceptions, the miles have all been pleasant or even
beautiful, but none of them has been eyepoppingly grand, like the magnificent vistas that
filled yesterday’s run along the Columbia. (Face it:
the Gorge is a hard act to follow.) Our destination
today—the park (left)—will attempt to make up for
this lack of knock-out scenery, but it will require at
least a little more effort from you. After such a long,
hard ride, this may be asking a lot, but let’s hope you
find some little reserve of energy for doing at least a
short hike. Think of it as a good way to work the kinks
out of those tired legs, with some great scenery as a
collateral benefit.

a backcountry road in Sonoma County: patched and
scabbed and with a fair bit of loose gravel shoaled
about in the corners. The road is narrow and tightly
kinked up into sharp corners, and it really is steep:
600' down in 1.3 miles (8%). It pretty well defines the
term “technical descent.” Caution is advised.
At the bottom—whew!—we tee into Abiqua Road, go
right just a few yards, then left on South Abiqua Road,
crossing Abiqua Creek on a tiny bridge. Up the other
bank in just a couple of tenths we turn left onto
Timber Trail and—guess what?—another climb. From
the low point at the bridge over the creek, we’ll gain
about 300' in a mile, then do a little drop and climb
another 200' in another mile. A 200' descent tees us
into Powers Creek Loop, where we turn right and
climb right back up those 200' in one more steep little
wall. After a couple of small bumps beyond the
summit, we finally get to descend, briefly, to Hwy 214,
the Silver Falls Highway. This is at about mile 82.
Believe it or not, that last wicked little pitch on
Powers Creek was the last wicked little pitch on the
route today! Hoo hah!

The reason the 8700-acre park is here is because of its
many waterfalls. The same geology and hydrology that
shaped the Columbia River Gorge have been at work
here. The same lava flows left the same strata of black
basalt, and the various creeks in the park have cut
through that basalt to form the canyons and falls and
grottos we see today. How many of the waterfalls you
get to see depends on how far you want to hike. There
is a trail called the Ten Falls Trail that hits all the big
ones in around eight miles. I certainly don’t expect to
do the whole trail, but there are several of the very
best falls within a mile or two of our camp site.
South Falls (previous page) is the park’s most popular
attraction. It’s a very impressive sight, dropping 177'
off an undercut basalt ledge into a deep, circular pool.
It’s a very short, easy hike from camp headquarters,
and I believe there is even a paved bike trail that goes
right past our camp and at least part of the way there.
At South Falls and at Middle North Falls (above), you
can walk behind the falls...a wonderful experience. I

But not quite the end of the uphill. Not quite. The
sign on the corner of Hwy 214 points left and says,
“Silver Falls 11.” That’s to the Silver Falls State Park
headquarters, which is where our camp is. We gain
over 500' over the next five miles. That works out to
about 2%. It’s really a long, lazy series of mildy uphill
rollers. I counted four soft summits at exactly one35
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further away from the Cascades and out
into the less rugged foothills and even
into the valley itself. Today we really will
be able to look to our right (and our left,
sometimes) and see wide, flat, or at least
gently rolling meadows and pastures. No
more mountains for us.
That doesn’t mean the stage is entirely
level. We have to pick up those 4000'
somewhere. All day long, we keep bumping into little hills and ridges, a few of
which are big enough to provide some
challenge on the climbs and some amusement on the descents. They’re just not as
long as the big mountain passes of the
early tour nor as steep as those rugged
ridges of yesterday’s stage.

hope you’ll have the energy to visit at least one or two
of these lovely cascades.

The navigation won’t get any easier though. There are
around 45 different roads on the route today. That’s
about the same number of roads as we use in the
Wine Country Century, and most folks manage to
muddle through that maze. Of course, the WCC is a
well marked route and this is not. Most of the junctions will be fairly obvious no-brainers, but a few have
the potential to spread confusion and dismay far and
wide. I’ll do my best to explain the problem spots
here, and on the tour we’ll plan to put sags at the
trickiest junctions.

In the case of our group, most folks were so tired after
the long, hilly day, they had no energy--and precious
little daylight--to visit any of the falls. However, many
in the group got up early the next morning and
visited as many as seven out of ten of the falls before
hopping on their bikes for Stage 7.
Stage 7: Silver Falls State Park to Springfield
96 miles, 4000' up, 5100' down
85 miles, 3000' up, 4100' down

We begin with another few miles through the state
park, usually beneath that dense forest canopy. This
really is a wonderful park...as pretty as any national
park you could envision. It is Oregon’s largest state
park, and the winding road visits quite a bit of it.

After gaping at those big mileage figures, please note
the elevation gain. 4000' over the distance of a century is next to nothing. No, it isn’t all flat. What fun
would that be? But it is very easy, very mellow riding.
It is, I suspect, easier than our Wine Country Century,
which has over 5000' of gain and is generally thought
to be an entry-level century. And it is certainly
easier than yesterday’s stage, with less than half
the total elevation gain, none of a steep or cruel
nature. Well, maybe one itty bitty steep climb, but
that’s it!

Topography is generally downhill in the early going,
although there are a few small uphill bumps to vary

And as you see, there is more descending than
climbing on the day, including the final 22 miles.
Admittedly, most of those final miles are so mildly
downhill that we’ll be cranking it over most of the
time, but still, much easier than climbing.
In broadest outline, our route today takes a
heading to the south-southwest, although it
wanders around like a drunken sailor on its way
from A to B. The slight bit of westward trend in
there is significant, as it veers us just slightly
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the reason I gave it a miss was that I didn’t
realize it was there at first. But the other part
is that it’s in a park, being just an historical
exhibit, rather than being out on a country
road, still in service. The artificial setting
takes away some of the magic for me. But if
you’re a fool for the old structures, it would
add almost nothing to your route to visit this
one too. It’s in a pretty park and is very well
preserved.
Stayton sits on the north bank of the Santiam
River, which can be a gorgeous, wild river in
parts of its run, but we won’t get to see
anything special of the river here. We’ll cross
it as we leave town, and that will be pretty
much the only time we’ll see it (unless we visit
the Stayton-Jordan covered bridge in its
riverside park).

the fare. Just at the beginning, there is a good sized
climb of 400' in about a mile and a half. From the
summit of that little hill, we will lose over 1300' in
the next 13 miles. Once we leave the park, the trees
fade away, and we’re looking out over quite a panorama of distant, open valley. It may not be as spectacular as some of the vistas we’ve seen on this
journey, but it’s not half bad...the rolling foothills
settling out into the broad, fertile farm fields of the
Willamette Valley. It has a quiet, pastoral beauty to it.
If those wide open, austere horizons over on the
eastern side of the mountains seemed “barren” to you,
then perhaps this green and settled land will be more
to your liking.

South of Stayton, we turn east, which means we head
back into the hills. From a low point at the bridge
over the Santiam at mile 15, we will climb more-orless steadily until around mile 20, gaining something
like 500' in the process. Nothing too strenuous about
this uphill...just a rolling grade up into the low
foothills and farm fields.
At mile 18, the short route diverges from the long
route. We haven’t talked about the short route yet.
There’s not much to say. It’s there and it’s obvious,
and it saves miles. Makes sense to list it. The way the
shortcuts work is to cut out two winding loops that
meander off into the hills, primarily for the purpose of
visiting two more covered bridges. But the two loops
out to the bridges have more to offer than just those
historic stream crossings. All of the roads on the loops
are bike-friendly back roads. You might say getting to

Some of the descending on that 13-mile run will be
moderately exciting. But at mile 12 on the day, most
of that downhill dancing is over, for the moment. Now
we have a little chore to do: getting through the town
of Stayton. This is not a hugely unpleasant chore. It’s
just the transit of a typical American
small town...one big enough to have all
the usual commercial clutter strung out
along its main drag, and not much in
the way of urban redecorating yet to
make it all look quaint. But it isn’t
awful. We will avoid the main drag by
dodging around on residential side
roads. Our side street shuffle in Stayton
takes us within a block or two of the
first of our six covered bridges
today...the Stayton-Jordan Bridge
(above). With so many more covered
bridges on our dance card in just a few
miles, I didn’t even bother to run the
route immediately past this one. Part of
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technical...just a smooth, fast run
through the farm fields. At the bottom,
we tee into Hwy 226, turn right and
continue the downhill for another halfmile before turning left onto Jordan
Road and crossing Jordan Creek. This
begins that one itty bitty climb that I
mentioned earlier...the only one on the
stage that might accurately be described as steep. It is steep, but it’s also
quite short. Less than half a mile. We
roll out, huffing and puffing, onto a
flat hilltop where the little town of
Jordan gets a dot on the map. The
town consists mainly of an old church
and a few outbuildings. Beyond this
little settlement, the road spills back
down the hill and dumps us rather suddenly onto
Hannah Bridge (above), spanning Thomas Creek.
We’re in Linn County now, which along with Lane
County to the south, is the native habitat of the
historic covered bridge. Here’s another one, and a
very nice one it is.

the bridges is half the fun and getting back is the
other half. The bridges are just an excuse to go off
exploring on some dinky, meandering byways.
There are two shortcuts skipping two different loops.
The miles listed at the top presuppose skipping both
of them. However, you could choose to skip one and
not the other. Doing the first shortcut would reduce
the ride by six miles. The second shortcut would save
five miles. If I had to choose between them, I would
do the first shortcut and not the second. The first
shortcut saves an extra mile, cuts out some steep
climbing, and has a fairly interesting route of its own
(and while it’s not as hilly as the loop it bypasses, it
has its own entertaining ups and downs). The second
shortcut saves less and is less interesting...mostly just
one long, straight, flattish road.

Just over the bridge, we tee back into Hwy 226, turn
left, and ride along the highway for a little over a mile.
Like all of the numbered highways we’ll see, this one
is a little wider and a little more engineered than the
neighboring country roads. But it’s not heavily
traveled and anyway has decent shoulders. It’s okay
for us. Nevertheless, we leave it behind as soon as we
can, turning right onto Shimaneck Bridge Drive, a
pleasant, nearly level run through woods and meadows that takes us to Richardson Gap Road, where the

Because we’re now at the point where the
first shortcut takes off, let me describe it
now. It departs Kingston-Jordan Road via
a right on Sandner Road, but quickly
turns left (due south) on Gisler Road. This
little farm road features a steep climb of
almost 300'. Once over the top, it’s pretty
much all downhill back to the point where
this bypass rejoins the long route. The
descent starts out mellow enough, but
near its end, it drops steeply down a tight,
hairpin kink through the forest. Most of it
is out in open, rolling farm fields, except
for that last wooded descent. All quiet and
low-traffic.
Back to the long route. Beyond the point
where the shortcut diverges, we continue
to climb to mile 20, and then get a rather
nice descent of about five miles. Not too
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yesterday’s stage I allowed as how there
weren’t many spectacular scenic vistas or
other sensational sights along the route.
That is just as true today, and yet almost
every mile of the route is pleasant
without being breathtakingly gorgeous.
Shady woods of broadleaf trees; meadows
and farm fields; handsome old barns (and
bridges). The landscape has a quiet,
unassuming beauty. It won’t hit you over
the head, but it will grow on you.
Larwood Drive is certainly a case in
point. Good pavement. No traffic.
Enough twists and turns to stay interesting. One little uphill bump.
Larwood Bridge is not on Larwood Drive.
We turn right onto Fish Hatchery Drive
and there it is. A little park adjoins the bridge, and the
whole setting is picture-postcard pretty. Beyond the
bridge, we turn left onto Meridian Road, which is just
as straight as Richardson Gap, but not nearly as flat.
In fact, it climbs for 2.7 miles, gaining almost 300'
along the way. At the top we find a dense little cluster
of houses identified on the map as the village of
Lacomb. We turn right here and schuss downhill for
two miles on a simple, straight run through the
trees...another medium-speed, non-technical glide.

short-course riders will have poured down their little
switchback descent to rejoin our route.
The actual Shimaneck Bridge (above) is not on the
road of that name, but just around the corner on
Richardson Gap, so all riders will cross it and enjoy it,
regardless of which course they’ve chosen. It’s a good
one: a big, well-maintained covered bridge. Although
it looks old, it’s not: I think it was completed in the
1960’s. This is the only other covered bridge in the
area—along with Office Bridge in Westfir (Day 1)—
that is not white. It too is painted a bright barn red
with white trim. Very handsome and impressive.

But stay awake for our left onto Bellinger Scale Road.
This is where the second shortcut rejoins the basic
route. Everyone will be on the same course for the
duration. We’ll be on Bellinger Scale for about five
miles, and when we finish with it, we will be about

Judging from some comments I read on their website,
the local cycling club up here seems to think
Richardson Gap Road is something special. I can’t
quite figure out what they’re seeing. To
me, it looks pretty boring. Once past
that little wooded descent (on the
shortcut), it flattens out and straightens
out, and it stays flat and straight for all
of its remaining seven miles. Nothing
really terrible about it...just rather dull.
Running south along this straightaway
constitutes the bulk of the second
shortcut, plus a couple of little connector roads at the south end. The long
route stays on Richardson Gap for about
four miles before veering off in search
of another old bridge.
This time we’re looking for Larwood
Bridge (right), so we turn left onto
Larwood Drive, which is a charming
little lane winding off into the woods
along Crabtree Creek. In discussing
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merges onto it. But just before it
does, we escape again onto Fairview
Road and then Liberty Road, all the
time heading toward Sweet Home on
a meandering run more or less
parallel to Hwy 20, but far enough
away so as not to feel like frontage
roads. Scenery is much the same as it
has been all day: farms and woods,
but here, near the bigger towns, with
a bit more rural-residential development. Not tract neighborhoods: just
country homes dotted along the
lanes.
Another good reason for a regroup in
Waterloo is to gang the riders together to negotiate the next few miles
in a bunch. Scouting this section, I found it a bit
confusing. I never got lost or had to backtrack, but I
did have to stop and double-check my map a few
times. This more densely settled rural-residential belt
around Sweet Home makes for a lot of little lanes and
intersections, and it’s no place to be on automatic
pilot, nor to be on your own, mystified about where
the next turn is.

halfway through the stage. And if you’re keeping
track, we will have also worked our way through
about half of our 45 roads at that point.
This area is relatively hilly, and if we had wanted to do
more miles, we could have wandered off our route, up
onto heavily wooded ridges on either side of the road
and had ourselves a pretty intense workout. But our
road stays in the valley between the ridges and only
bumps up and down over a few small grades. Over the
top of the biggest of these jumbo rollers, we come
upon a golf course. That’s a clue that we’re sneaking
up on another town, in this case Waterloo. From
Bellinger Scale, short runs along Berlin and Waterloo
Roads drop us into the little town at mile 50, where a
shady town park might make a good spot for a regroup. Waterloo is bigger than little no-places like
Jordan and Lacomb, but it’s still pretty small. The
really big towns nearby are Lebanon (pop. 13,000), six
miles NW of Waterloo, and Sweet Home
(pop. 8000), ten miles SE, all of them
strung out along Hwy 20, a major crossstate highway and nearly a freeway at this
point. (And in case you’re a mapping
smarty-pants and are keepting track, yes,
this is the same Hwy 20 that goes over
Santiam Pass and that we were on briefly at
the start of Stage 3 out of Sisters.)

Just before mile 59, we turn right from Liberty onto
Fern Ridge Road and turn our faces away from nearby
Sweet Home to head deeper into the back country.
Fern Ridge presents us with one of the harder climbs
of the day. It isn’t much of a challenge—nothing on
today’s route is all that hard—but it will get your
attention. Ever since Waterloo at mile 50, we have
been climbing, but so gently that most folks will
hardly have noticed: 400' in nine miles (less than 1%).
Now, in a little less than two miles, we gain another

Our route does its best to dodge around
these areas of moderate urban sprawl, and
it also contrives to avoid the busy highway,
except to cross it and head out onto more
little byways. Coming out of little Waterloo,
we ride almost up to Hwy 20, then veer off
on Old Santiam Road, which runs parallel
to the busier highway and eventually
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medium-busy highway all the way to the
finish.
However, we aren’t in a hurry, and we
don’t want to spend all of our time on
the busier roads when little roads are
close by. I do appreciate that most of
you would like this stage to be shorter
than it is, but the assorted scenic side
roads we’ll be exploring over the balance
of this stage do not add significantly to
the overall distance. I doubt all of them
together add more than one mile total
to the stage, but they do add a great deal
of nice riding. If you were in a car and
were willing to break the speed limit,
you could get to the end faster on the
main road than on the dinky side roads. But at bike
speed? It hardly matters.

500' (5%). There is a great view from the summit,
overlooking hilly farms and woods, and then a very
snappy descent of around 600' in a bit less than three
miles. Unlike those earlier simple, non-technical
descents, this one is packed with twists and turns. The
pavement is fine, so that’s not an issue, but the curly
corners sure are. This is hot stuff. Bold descenders
will love it.

Brush Creek begins with three nearly level miles
through the fields south of Crawfordsville, and then
tilts up into the biggest climb of the day: 800' up in
3.6 miles (4%). Picture our classic Graton Road climb.
It looks like it and feels like it. In other words, not a
big deal. The 1183' summit is unremarkable. The road
simply rolls over the top of the thickly wooded ridge
and slides on down the other side into Lane County,
becoming Marcola Road at the county line (a hill
prime and county line sign together!).

At the bottom, we turn right on Hwy 228 and keep
descending, but we’re only on the highway for a few
hundred yards before turning off onto another delightful back road. This is Crawfordsville Road, and
we’ll be on it for a little over four miles on our way to
another teeny town, Crawfordsville. This quiet road
meanders along next to the Calapooia River through
the now familiar woods and farm meadows. It’s going
downhill, mostly, but the grade is about as gradual as
that early climbing out of Waterloo: negligible.
Crawfordsville presents us with yet another covered
bridge, although this old span has been
put out to pasture, now residing in a
pleasant little wayside park next to Hwy
228. We double back on this bit of 228,
heading east for a moment, to get to
our next turn, a right onto Brush Creek
Road at mile 71.

The descent will be moderately frisky for the first two
miles—plenty fast if you want to work at it a little—
and then it eases off for five more miles of mellow
cruising, still at a rather brisk tempo because still
tilting downhill. As noted at the start of this stage
preview, almost all of the miles are downhill from this
summit to the finish. But after the first seven miles, it

If you were in a hurry and not really
interested in the scenery or in finding
the quiet side roads, you could plow
straight ahead from this point on and
not make another turn until you were
right outside the Village Inn in
Springfield...our destination. Brush
Creek becomes Marcola Road when we
cross the county line from Linn to
Lane, but essentially it’s the same
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about what this countryside looks
like.
Once over the bridge, Paschelke
wanders off into the woods beside
the river. It tees into Wendling Road
in a mile and a half. Believe it or not,
there is yet another covered bridge
on Wendling Road, but it’s just off
our course to the left. If you can still
muster up the interest, it’s there,
just around the corner. We turn
right on Wendling and continue
downstream along the Mohawk,
eventually rejoining Marcola Road in
the village of Marcola (mile 84).
Back we go onto the main highway
for two and a half miles, and then we
turn right onto Donna Road, the
next of our scenic side roads. Okay,
in all fairness, the scenery is probably just as scenic
on Marcola as it is on Donna and on the two side
roads that follow, Hill Road and Old Mohawk Road.
The real difference is that Marcola has that wider,
smoother, faster look of a main highway—especially
as we approach the city of Springfield—while the side
roads are narrow, meandering, and much less well
engineered. And as a result, they carry a small fraction
of the traffic load. They just look and feel more like
bike roads.

might as well be flat. We lose just over 100' in 15
miles! This long, mildly downhill run will be along
the valley of the Mohawk River (below), and our last
covered bridge of the tour—Earnest Bridge—will
cross this pretty stream.
Paschelke Road, the first of our scenic bypasses—to
the left off the main highway—leads to Earnest
Bridge (above). It’s one of the smaller of the old
bridges, but is as handsome as any of them. It’s almost
a pity that we see so many of these fine old bridges in
such a short span. Every one of them is special and
worthy of our interest, and yet I suspect we’ll become
jaded with them all...an embarrassment of bridges.
Yawn... Earnest Bridge has a special claim to fame: it
was used in the filming of a Civil War epic about the
Battle of Shiloh. The fact that this bridge and this
landscape could serve as a plausible stand-in for an
historic site in the hills of Tennessee tells you a bit
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All of them offer up the same pastoral scenery we have
come to know so well by now: the leafy tree cover, the
grassy fields, the nearby foothills, the little creeks and
rivers, the barns and farm houses (above). The only
structure of note between the tiny town of Marcola
and Springfield is the old Mohawk General Store,
looking quaint and old-timey, at the corner of Hill and
Old Mohawk.
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bistro where we can make a valiant
effort at replenishing all of the calories
we have burned up over the course of
this long and epic journey.
(On our tour, we dined on this final
night and also on our first, arrival
night at another property in the
McMeniman empire: the North Bank
brew pub in Eugene. We liked it and
recommend it.)
•••

We manage to hide out on the little back roads almost
to the edge of Springfield. At mile 94, we finally have
to return to Marcola Road. We turn right, cross the
McKenzie River and hit the city limit sign. Now we’re
back to the two miles of town riding we did on
Marcola to begin the tour...a flat, straight run through
the cityscape to our motel, where a very nice swimming pool and showers await.
I can imagine that most of us—whether we did the
shorter or longer options today—will feel as if we
have had a long day on the bike. My guess is that most
of that feeling will stem not so much from this long
stage alone, but from the cumulative effects of the
entire long tour.
570 miles and 35,000' is a lot for one
week. However, I beg you to consider our
Southern Oregon Tour of 2005, wherein
we logged over 580 miles and over
43,000' in a week...and no one complained of being totally trashed. In fact, I
think most of us found it well within our
comfort zones. I hope this tour will prove
to be more of the same.
And you’ll be happy to know that, as was
the case with the Southern Oregon Tour,
there is no camp cooking to deal with at
the end of this final stage. We check into
the motel and hang out by the pool
(right) with a cool drink and an ample
supply of munchies while we rehash the
tour with our fellow travelers. Then we
head out on the town, looking for a likely
43
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Northern Oregon Tour
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19th ST

R on Jasper-Lowell Road (at village of Fall Creek) .....14.1
Straight on Jasper-Lowell Road .................................16.5
Day 1: Springfield to Frissell Crossing
✯ Cross Unity covered bridge. Follow sign to Hwy 58.
L on Jasper-Lowell Road (thru village of Lowell) .......18.0
76 miles, 3500' up, 1450' down
R on Mohawk Blvd/19th St, leaving Village Inn............0.0 R on Jasper-Lowell Road (AKA Pioneer Street) .........18.6
R on Marcola Road (thru city of Springfield) ...............0.1 ✯ Cross Dexter Lake; Lowell covered bridge on right.
R on 42nd Street..........................................................1.4 L on Hwy 58...............................................................19.3
Busy highway, but big shoulders.
Separate bike path on left side of this road.
L on Jasper Road.........................................................3.7 Lookout Point Dam and Reservoir on left.
L on Old Willamette Hwy............................................37.5
Our first country road, but still rather busy.
L on Jasper-Lowell Road (at village of Jasper) ............8.0 Follow signs to Westfir. Cross Willamette River.
L on Jasper-Lowell Road ...........................................11.9 L on Westfir Road ......................................................38.0
Straight on North Fork Road (in village of Westfir) ....38.8
✯ Pengra historic covered bridge on right after turn.
✯ Office covered bridge on left.
North Fork Road becomes Aufderheide Forest Drive.
Bike path
alongside
30 miles of easy uphill on the
ROAD
 MARCOLA
42nd Street
Aufderheide, following the WilVillage Inn
in this section.
lamette River to its headwaters,
OLYMPIC
STREET
then three miles of steeper
climbing to 3748' Box Canyon
summit at ........................71.5
Downhill to R into Frissell CrossL
ing campground at ..........76.1
Look for camp road just after
crossing McKenzie River bridge
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at base of descent.
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Northern Oregon Tour
Day 2: Frissell Crossing to Sisters
70 miles, 5000' up, 4400' down
Leave camp..................................................................0.0
R on Aufderheide Forest Drive .....................................0.1
✯ Cougar Dam & Reservoir ......................................18.1
R on East Side Road ..................................................20.9
No sign for road name. Sign at junction points left for “Delta
1/4 mile; Hwy 126 1/2 mile" You go the other way...
L on King Road ..........................................................21.3
✯ Belknap historic covered bridge on left..................22.9
L on Horse Creek Road ..............................................26.9
R on Hwy 126 ............................................................28.3
N
SA

R on Hwy 242 ............................................................32.6
✯ McKenzie Pass National Scenic Byway. Mostly uphill for
the next 22 miles...
McKenzie Pass summit (5324') .................................54.1
✯ Dee Wright Observatory at summit. Big descent
ahead!
R on W. Hood Ave (in town of Sisters).......................69.0
May not have street sign. Should be first stop sign in many
miles, obviously in Sisters. One block further is Hwy 126.
May say “S. Hood Ave” to the left. You go right...
R on S. Pine Street (go two blocks) ...........................69.3
L on W. Jefferson Street ............................................69.4
R on S. Locust Avenue...............................................69.9
L into Sisters City Park...............................................70.1
Only sign at this park entrance
says, “Dump Station.”
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Northern Oregon Tour
Day 3: Sisters to Kah-Nee-Ta
76 miles, 3500' up, 4800' down
Leave camp on north side (not the way you came in)..0.0
Jog L on Hwy 20 to R on Hwy 126 ..............................0.2
L on Goodrich Road.....................................................4.7
R on Edmundson Road ................................................6.3
Road name changes to Holmes Road ..........................7.3
R on Lower Bridge Way .............................................15.0
✯ Cross Deschutes River ..........................................19.7
L on 43rd Street.........................................................23.5
Sign points to “Crooked RR” (Crooked River Ranch).
R on Ice Avenue .........................................................24.5
L on Wimp Way .........................................................26.8
Sign says “Dead End.” Go anyway. Sags turn R, then L on
Hwy 97 to L into Ogden Scenic Wayside.
End of Wimp Way ......................................................28.1
✯ Ogden Scenic Wayside at Crooked River Gorge.
Walk bikes across field from end of Wimp Way into Ogden
Scenic Wayside overlooking the Crooked River Gorge. Ride
or walk bikes thru wayside to bike/pedestrian bridge over
gorge. At north end of bridge, cross Hwy 97 and climb over
gate on east side of highway to pick up the route...
North on Culver Hwy (beyond gate)...........................28.7
Cross Hwy 97, still on Culver Hwy .............................35.7
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L on Jericho Lane ......................................................36.5
R on Feather Drive .....................................................38.2
L on Fisch Lane..........................................................40.8
Signs to “The Cove Palisades State Park” and “Tour
Route.”
R on Frazier Drive ......................................................41.3
L on Jordan Road ......................................................41.8
Sign to, “L. Billy Chinook.”
R on Mountain View Drive .........................................42.1
No sign for road name. Follow sign to “Round Butte Overlook
Park.” Do NOT go downhill on Jordan Road!
✯ Turn into first vista point off Mtn View for view of lake.
R on Mountain View Drive .........................................46.5
This time you do get a street sign.
R on Belmont Lane (steep little climb!).....................49.2
L on Elk Drive.............................................................50.7
Steep, technical descent begins (caution!) ................53.5
Bottom of descent; cross Willow Creek .....................54.9
Pelton Dam ................................................................57.3
L on Hwy 26...............................................................60.2
Cross Deschutes River at village of Warm Springs ....61.4
R on BIA Route 3 (Agency Hot Springs Road) ...........64.7
Signs to “Kah-Nee-Ta” and “Indian Head Casino.”
R on BIA Route 8 to Kah-Nee-Ta ................................74.9
R into The Village at Kah-Nee-Ta................................76.1
Finish at center of resort ............................................76.4
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Northern Oregon Tour
Day 4: Kah-Nee-Ta to The Dalles
80 miles, 4500' up, 5800' down
Leave resort .................................................................0.0
L on BIA Route 8..........................................................0.3
R on BIA Route 3 (Simnasho-Hot Springs Road) ........1.5
Begin big climb...
Summit (2700') ...........................................................7.6
Becomes Wapinitia Rd at (ghost) town of Simnasho .14.8
Becomes Reservation Rd as you leave the Warm Springs
Indian Reservation .....................................................23.2
Town of Wapinitia ......................................................27.0
R on Hwy 216 (at village of Walters Corner) ..............28.0
L on Juniper Flat Road ...............................................32.3
L on Hwy 197/216......................................................39.1
Begin big climb (near village of Tygh Valley)..............42.6
L on Dufur Gap Road .................................................48.8
Tygh Ridge summit (2697') .......................................49.6
Lots of descending ahead...
L on Hwy 197.............................................................56.5
R on Boyd Loop Road (near village of Dufur) ............59.6
R on Hwy 197 ............................................................64.3
R on Emerson Loop Road (easy turn to miss!)..........66.6
Straight on Eight Mile Road .......................................67.8
Do NOT bear right–uphill–on Emerson Loop.
L on Columbia View Drive..........................................75.8
Big panorama ahead...
Cross Hwy 197 to Fremont Street (into The Dalles) ...77.7
R on Old Dufur Road..................................................78.0
R on 10th Street.........................................................78.7
L on Union Street (in front of The Dalles HS).............80.4
L into playing field at high school ..............................80.5
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Northern Oregon Tour
Day 5: The Dalles to Troutdale
77 miles, 4000' up, 4200' down
Leave high school, west on 11th Street .......................0.0
R on Mt. Hood Street ...................................................0.5
L on 10th Street ...........................................................0.5
R on Chenowith Loop Road .........................................2.9
L on 6th Street .............................................................3.3
Becomes Hwy 30 (Historic Columbia River Highway)..3.8
✯ L into Rowena Crest vista point.............................12.0
R to continue on highway (after vista point) ..............12.6
R on Col. River State Trail (in town of Mosier)...........19.0
R into Mark O. Hatfield East Trailhead to pick up the bikesonly section to Hood River.........................................19.8
Back onto highway at West Trailhead.........................24.1
Cross Hwy 35 into town of Hood River ......................25.0
Stay straight on State Street ......................................25.1
R on 3rd Street ..........................................................25.3
L on Columbia Street > R on Industrial Street............25.4
R on Wasco Avenue ...................................................25.7
R on Jaymar Road > Becomes Westcliff Drive ...........26.3
Jog L at Hwy 30/35 overpass
and turn R onto westbound 1-84 on-ramp.................27.3
Exit I-84 at Wyeth off-ramp........................................38.1
L under !-84 on Wyeth Bench Road...........................38.3
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R on Herman Creek Road (uphill) ..............................38.4
L on Frontage Road toward Cascade Locks ...............42.1
Straight onto Forest Lane (over I-84).........................43.1
R on Wa Na Pa Street (Hwy 30) (in Cascade Locks) ..45.0
R on Col. River State Trail at Marine Park ..................45.9
Up stairway to continue on Trail.................................48.2
Cross over I-84 at tunnel ...........................................48.4
Exit Trail and cross street to
L on Tanner/Moffett Creek bike path ..........................49.5
L at ODOT gate > R on I-84 westbound .....................50.4
Exit I-84 at Exit 37 > L under freeway ........................52.3
L on Hwy 30 (sign to Multnomah Falls) .....................54.4
L on Columbia River Historic Highway.......................55.2
✯ Horsetail Falls ........................................................55.5
✯ Multnomah Falls (highest falls in Oregon).............58.4
✯ Bridalveil Falls........................................................62.1
✯ Vista House at Crown Point ...................................66.8
Town of Corbett .........................................................69.3
Town of Springdale ....................................................72.0
R on Woodard Road (uphill) ......................................72.4
L on Woodard Road (downhill) ..................................73.3
R on Historic Columbia River Hwy.............................74.6
L over Sandy River into town of Troutdale .................75.2
L on Halsey Street......................................................76.2
L into McMenamins’ Edgefield Resort .......................77.0
Finish .........................................................................77.1
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Northern Oregon Tour
Day 6: Troutdale to Silver Falls State Park
93 miles, 9000' up, 7500' down

Leave Edgefield Resort.................................................0.0
R on Halsey Street .......................................................0.1
R on Historic Columbia River Hwy (thru Troutdale) .....0.8
R on Hurlburt Road (in village of Springdale) ..............6.0
R on Gordon Creek Road .............................................8.1
Many steep ups and downs between here and Sandy...
R on Bull Run Road ...................................................16.0
L on Ten Eyck Road (sign to Sandy) ..........................19.2
Nice park for a regroup at the corner.
R on Hwy 26 (Mt Hood Hwy) (town of Sandy)...........22.6
L on Hwy 211 (Eagle Creek-Sandy Hwy)....................22.8
Busy road, poor shoulders, bad sight lines...
L on Eagle Creek Road ...............................................28.8
L on 6th Avenue (into town of Estacada) ...................33.4
R on Broadway (thru Estacada) .................................33.5
L on Hwy 211/224......................................................34.1
R on Hwy 211 (cross bridge over Clackamas River)..34.4
L on Day Hill Road .....................................................34.6
Straight on Day Hill (cross Hwy 211).........................36.3
L on Springwater Road ..............................................36.9
R on Springwater Road..............................................38.4
R on Hwy 211 ............................................................39.2
L on Grays Hill Road ..................................................45.1
R on Green Mountain Road........................................47.2
L on Dhooghe Road ...................................................49.7
Becomes Fernwood Road ..........................................51.9
L on Callahan Road (more straight ahead than left) ...53.1
Becomes Ramsby Road .............................................55.0
L on Dickie Prairie Road (at Dickie Prairie store) .......55.2
R on Upper Molalla Rd...............................................58.9
No road sign; cross Glen Avon Bridge over Mollala River,
uphill on South Mollala River Recreational Corridor
R on Guernsey Road...becomes Trout Creek Road ....59.5
Steep climb...
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L on Sawtell Road ......................................................62.7
R on Maple Grove Road .............................................64.5
Smooth, fast descending...
Bear L on Maple Grove Road .....................................67.6
L on Nowlens Bridge Road.........................................71.9
L on Crooked Finger Road (in town of Scotts Mills) ..72.0
Big climb ahead...
R on McKillop Road ...................................................75.3
Half-mile of gravel road, then pavement returns for a steep,
technical, sketchy descent...caution!
R on Abiqua Road ......................................................77.3
L on South Abiqua Road ............................................77.7
L on Timber Trail........................................................77.9
R on Powers Creek Loop ...........................................80.4
L on Hwy 214 (Silver Falls Hwy) ................................81.9
Enter Silver Falls State Park .......................................90.0
L into campground at park headquarters ...................93.0
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Northern Oregon Tour
Day 7: Silver Falls to Springfield
96 miles, 4000' up, 5100' down
85 miles, 3000' up, 4100' down

Leave camp on Hwy 214..............................................0.0
L on Carter Road (easy turn to miss!)..........................6.7
R on Triumph Road......................................................8.1
Straight on Boedigheimer Road .................................10.1
R on Fern Ridge Road (cross Hwy 22 into Stayton)...12.4
L on 10th Avenue (doing the side streets of Stayton) 13.0
R on Jefferson Street .................................................13.5
L on 4th Avenue .........................................................13.9
R on Water Street ......................................................14.3
L on Stayton-Scio Road .............................................14.6
L on Kingston-Jordan Drive (country roads again) ....14.9
Straight on Kingston-Jordan Drive.............................16.0
Short route turns R on Sandner Road*......................18.0
R on Hwy 226 ............................................................22.7
L on Jordan Road ......................................................23.2
R on Camp Morrison Road ........................................24.3
✯ Cross Hannah historic covered bridge...................25.5
L on Hwy 226.............................................................25.6
R on Shimaneck Bridge Road ....................................27.9
L on Richardson Gap Road ........................................29.6
✯ Cross Shimaneck historic covered bridge .............29.6
L on Larwood Drive ...................................................33.4
R on Fish Hatchery Drive
✯ Cross Larwood historic covered bridge .................38.2
L on Meridian Road....................................................38.5
R on Lacomb Drive ....................................................41.5
L on Bellinger Scale Rd (short route rejoins) .....43.6/32.9
R on Berlin Road................................................48.5/37.8
L on Waterloo Road ...........................................48.8/38.1
L on 1st Street > R on Gross Street ...................50.1/39.4
Follow flow of highway thru village of Waterloo...
L on Old Santiam Road ......................................51.0/40.3
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L on Fairview Road ............................................52.2/41.5
Bear R on Fairview Road....................................53.0/42.3
Cross Hwy 20 to Liberty Road ...........................55.9/45.2
Stay on Liberty thru at least 3 junctions...
R on Fern Ridge Road (biggish climb) ...............58.7/48.0
Summit; cool descent ........................................60.2/49.5
R on Hwy 228 ....................................................62.6/51.9
R on Crawfordsville Rd ......................................62.9/52.2
Holley School on corner.
L on Hwy 226.....................................................67.1/56.4
✯ Crawfordsville historic covered bridge on right
R on Brush Creek Road......................................67.8/57.1
Begin long, moderate climb ...............................70.6/59.9
Becomes Marcola Road at summit (1183')........74.2/63.5
L on Paschelke Road..........................................81.0/70.3
✯ Cross Earnest historic covered bridge
R on Wendling Road ..........................................82.4/71.7
✯ Wendling historic covered bridge just off course to left
L on Marcola Road (in village of Marcola) .........84.0/73.3
R on Donna Road...............................................86.5/75.8
R on Hill Road (at Mohawk General Store) ........88.1/77.4
R on Old Mohawk Road .....................................92.5/81.8
R on Marcola Road (into city of Springfield)......94.0/83.3
L on 19th St .......................................................95.9/85.2
L into Village Inn ................................................96.0/85.3
*Short option...
R off Kingston-Jordan Road on Sandner Road ..........18.0
L on Gisler Road ........................................................18.4
R on Ridge Road........................................................20.1
L on Ridge Road > Richardson Gap Road..................21.3
✯ Cross Shimaneck historic covered bridge .............22.0
L on Baptist Church Road ..........................................30.8
R on Kowlitz Road......................................................31.1
L on Lacomb Drive.....................................................32.1
R on Bellinger Scale Road (rejoin long route) ............32.9

Short option
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